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Abstract

Hash tables are widely used data containers providing compact storage and fast retrieval.
Their internal structure, data layout and memory access pattern offer a range of
possible implementations. These options all encompass various behavior, performance
characteristics, and parallelization options. The aim of this work is to optimize hash
tables for both single-threaded use and multi-threaded concurrent access on a multi-core
system.
The contribution of this work is organized into four theses, each capturing a different
aspect of performance.
The first thesis optimizes the internal structure of hash tables and examines the effect
of cache memories and data locality. The performance of hash tables is characterized by
the number of last level cache misses, and analytical models are provided for calculating
this value. The second thesis examines the idea of “pre-execution”, a data prefetch
mechanism, as an acceleration path. An adaptive algorithm is presented, which exploits
caches and temporal data locality for speeding up the hash table access, and calibrates
itself to match the execution environment.
The third thesis implements non-blocking concurrency in hash tables. An arraybased lock-free hash table and a general wait-free hash table are presented, providing
their performance evaluation as well. The final contribution in the fourth thesis is the
design of a lock-based bucket hash table applying fine-grained locking. A queuing
model is provided that describes the behavior of the locks and threads in the system. An
algorithm is presented, which calibrates fine-grained locking in the bucket hash table for
maximum performance with minimal overhead.
All results are presented in the context of performance compared to general, off-theshelf libraries and implementations.

Összefoglaló

A hash táblák olyan adatstruktúrák, amelyeket kompakt tárolásra és gyors keresésre
használnak. A táblák belső felépítésére több féle megoldás ismert, melyek a tárolt
adatokat eltérően rendezik el, ezáltal a memória hozzáférési mintázatuk is különböző.
Minden struktúra egyedi jellemzőkkel és teljesítménnyel bír, és más-más módon
párhuzamosítható. Ezen munka célja hash táblák optimalizálása egyszálú és többszálú
környezetben egy általános többmagos asztali rendszeren.
A munka eredményeit négy tézisben foglaltam össze, amelyek az optimalizálás és
teljesítmény más-más aspektusait vizsgálják.
Az első tézis hash táblák belső struktúrájának optimalizálásával foglalkozik, és
megvizsgálja az adat lokalitás, illetve a cache memóriák hatását. Hash táblák teljesítményét leginkább az utolsó szintű cache hozzáférések száma határozza meg, és ezen
mennyiség kiszámításához analitikus modelleket mutatok be. A második tézis az ún.
“pre-execution” technika használatát vizsgálja hash táblák további gyorsítására. Egy
adaptív algoritmust mutatok be, amely még jobban kihasználja a cache memóriákat és az
adat lokalitást, és eközben saját magát kalibrálja a végrehajtó környezet paramétereinek
függvényében a legjobb teljesítmény eléréséhez.
A harmadik tézis zármentes, “non-blocking” párhuzamos hash táblákat mutat be.
Bemutatok egy tömbökre épülő “lock-free” vödrös hash táblát, és egy általános, nem
csak hash táblákra alkalmazható “wait-free“ párhuzamosítási módszert. A munka utolsó
eredménye a negyedik tézisben egy zár alapú párhuzamos hash tábla implementáció, ami nagy felbontású kölcsönös kizárást alkalmaz. Egy sorbanállási rendszerrel
modellezem a zárakat és a hash táblát használó szálakat. A modellre építve egy
olyan algoritmust mutatok be, amely a kölcsönös kizárás felbontását automatikusan
szabályozza a külső tényezők változásának függvényében a maximális teljesítmény
elérése érdekében.
A munka eredményeit minden esetben teljesítmény kiértékeléssel elemzem, és
általánosan elérhető könyvtárak megoldásaival hasonlítom össze.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
Chip manufacturers have been steadily increasing the performance of general purpose
processors in the last couple of decades by raising the operating frequency speeding
up the execution, and by integrating more and more transistors into the cores allowing
deep pipelines and sophisticated execution units [1, 2]. Some hardware components
had a hard time keeping up with this development pace. System memories especially
have been falling short of expected performance. The speed gap between the system
memory and the CPU has been an issue for at least two decades [3], which directed
chip manufacturers to integrate increasing amounts of cache memories into CPUs and
software engineers to utilize the caches and lighten the strain put on the system memory.
Processor manufacturers have also been shifting toward new approaches. Raising
the operating frequency stopped due to nonlinear increase in power consumption and
due to cooling problems. Enhancing the instruction throughput of a single core also
slowed down, because it complicates the design [2] and increases the size of the cores,
which is a problem due to wire delays [4]. New trends, besides integrating larger caches
into the processors, feature parallelism with simultaneous multithreading within a single
core, and integrating multiple cores into the same socket [2].
Parallel algorithms require concurrent data structures supporting high level of
parallelism.

Concurrency not only requires extra effort to implement, but it also

involuntarily changes the behavior of the algorithm by effecting its performance.
To develop good and fast algorithms software engineers need to understand these
effects and current trends in hardware development, and they need to design their
products so that they utilize all components of the hardware to their best.

8

In this work, I studied and optimized hash tables in the light of the aforementioned
circumstances. A hash table, informally, is a dictionary-like container which is used for
storing and retrieving data quickly. Hash tables are widely used in various fields, such
as model checking [5, 6], web servers [7, 8], inside network routers [9–11], and even
in genome research [12]. A general use case of hash tables is data transformation by
mapping items to unique values (an example is detailed in [13]).
Many libraries and frameworks contain implementations of hash tables: the Standard
Template Library for C++ has hash_map1 , .NET Framework Base Class Library
supports Hashtable2 and the generic class Dictionary3 , Java has Hashtable4 , the Python
language has the dictionary5 , Matlab from version 2010a includes Map Containers6 , to
name a few.
The purpose of this work was drilling down into the internal structure and behavior
of hash tables in order to examine, model, and enhance their performance. Hash
tables are perfect candidates for optimization. They are not computationally complex,
thus any gain in performance can only come from approaches that do not depend on
raw computational power. This work follows Song et al., who argued that “from an
engineering perspective designing a good hash table can still be a challenging task with
potential for several improvements” [11].
This thesis presents theoretical models describing hash tables, and algorithms
implementing them. The methods and observations present a wide range of options,
from which a hash table can be chosen for various circumstances.

1.1

The targeted use case

The standard use case for a hash table targets fast lookup. Hash tables can determine
very fast if a particular item has been encountered before. Both adding or finding an
item, and even deleting one, is for the most part, the same problem: locating the item
quickly.
1

http://www.sgi.com/tech/stl/hash_map.html
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.collections.hashtable.aspx
3
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/xfhwa508.aspx
4
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/util/Hashtable.html
5
http://docs.python.org/tutorial/datastructures.html
6
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/matlab_prog/brqqo5e-1.html
2
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Data transformations frequently use hash tables [6, 13]. Such applications perform
far more lookups than any other operation [14, 15]. The input of such an algorithm
is a large set of data, and the output is another data set where every item is created
by transforming the input items one by one. For example, let the input be a string,
and to save space, every string is unambiguously mapped to an integer number. The
transformation is a find operation within the table, which returns the stored integer
number, or if the item is not found, the string is inserted into the table with a new integer
number (e.g. a counter increased at every insert). The pseudo-code of an algorithm
performing this task is shown in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of data transformation using a hash table.
counter = 0
for i = 0 to n do
transf ormed = lookup( input[i] )
if transf ormed == −1 then
transf ormed = + + counter
insert( input[i], transf ormed )
end if
output[i] = transf ormed
end for

The above data transformation never deletes items from the hash table, and works
on large data sets with items from a limited domain, which means items in the input
will re-occur. The optimization of such tasks requires search to be fast, and may allow
minimal overhead during item insertion.
Hash tables in this work are designed for storing items of large quantities. The
data of the conversion table, for performance reasons, should fit in the main memory,
otherwise an entirely different approach is required (e.g. databases). The size of the data
set can be from a couple of tens of megabytes up to a gigabyte. Depending on the size
of an item, this usually means items in the orders of millions. Such hash tables should
be capable of handling queries orders of magnitude more than the amount of items they
store.

10

1.2

Contributions

The work is divided into four theses, each examining a different aspect of performance
optimization.
The first thesis shows how to design a “good” hash table structure in a singlethreaded environment.

To achieve that, I examined implementation options and

described a system in which the different possibilities can be arranged. This system
revealed various configurations, which I tested for performance.

With empirical

measurements I demonstrated that the performance is highly correlated with the number
of last-level cache misses, and therefore a hash table should be designed for minimizing
the number of such events. I presented an analytical model to characterize the number
of cache misses hash tables endure during their operation.
The second thesis applies the technique of “pre-execution”, advocated in the
literature for memory-intensive applications. I designed and implemented a novel
pre-execution method, which requires no special hardware support, is lightweight, and
not only enhances the performance of the hash table, but also configures its internal
parameters to adapt to the execution environment.
The third thesis presents two new concurrent hash tables that satisfy different
progress conditions, and I examined how their performance varies in exchange. I created
an array-based lock-free bucket hash table and a general wait-free implementation.
In the fourth thesis I provided a highly parallel lock-based bucket hash table with
good throughput. In order to achieve that, fine-grained locking is applied by the hash
table. In order to minimize the effect of locks, the hash table internally manages their
number and changes them balancing performance and overhead at the same time.

1.3

Research methodology

I began my research by identifying the open questions and discovering potential spots
for improvement. I defined my goal as improving the performance measured in terms
of wall-clock execution time. In order to measure the improvement I chose a modern
multi-core CPU with multi-level memory hierarchy and a few megabytes of on-die cache
as my environment. I targeted the insert and find operations in large hash tables.
Studying the literature I narrowed my interest to cache-conscious and parallel
algorithms and designed methods that are valid in both worlds.

11

The design and

refinement of hash tables was an iterative process. In each step I focused on a single
idea to enhance the performance. After identifying various options for implementation,
different structures and the internal variables of my algorithms, I searched for the
optimal configuration.

The algorithms were implemented and the optimum was

identified by physical evaluation and measurement of the hardware behavior using Intel
VTune Amplifier XE7 . This software revealed the number of cache misses, number
of instructions, and similar hardware events that I used to infer the behavior of the
algorithms.
The final solution was tested for performance and evaluated by comparing it to offthe-shelf libraries and solutions. The tests were carried out in the selected environment
and targeted application. The results of the performance evaluation were, besides the
recorded execution time, measurements of hardware counters. These data were used to
verify the models built for describing the performance of hash tables. Analyzing and
understanding the data led to fine-tuning or modifying the algorithms.
The results, presented in form of models, methods and algorithms, are organized
into theses according to the approach they used; however, some ideas, like cachefriendliness, span across the entire work shaping the ideas and algorithms in each step.

1.4

Structure of the thesis

The structure of this thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 discusses hash tables and related works presenting the state-of-the-art.
Chapters 3-6 present the new scientific results. The first thesis (Chapter 3) focuses
on designing a cache friendly hash table structure and optimizing and analyzing its
performance in terms of memory access. The second thesis (Chapter 4) utilizes a
software data prefetch method for further improving the performance.

The third

thesis (Chapter 5) turns to parallelism exploiting speedup from concurrency focusing
on nonblocking algorithms, while the last thesis (Chapter 6) examines blocking
synchronization options.
Chapter 7 summarizes the result of this thesis and concludes with the applicability
of the results.

7

http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-vtune-amplifier-xe
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Chapter

2

Hash tables and background
A hash table is an abstract concept. It is a collection of items, each identified with
a unique key [16, 17]. The items are placed in a designated storage area providing
compact arrangement and fast lookup at the same time. When designed appropriately,
finding an item is an O(1) operation [11, 18]. In order to achieve that, an item is mapped
to a specific location in the storage area with the help of a hash function. Formally [19]:

Definition 2.1. For every item x in the dictionary D there is a kx key from the space
of possible keys U , which uniquely identifies the specific element. The operations
supported by the hash table, are:
• find(k, D): searches for the x ∈ D element for which kx = k, and returns the
matching element;
• insert(x, D): adds x to D with key kx if the element is not already in the
dictionary;
• delete(k, D): removes element x ∈ D from the dictionary for which kx = k.

Hash tables and hash functions are believed to originate from the idea of key-toaddress translation [20, 21] in the seventies where the goal was finding the address of a
record in a background file. The idea itself though had also been dated back to Knuth
around the sixties [22]. Hash tables are now stored in the main system memory, but
the idea remains the same: locate an item without the need to search through the entire
storage area.
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2.1

Hash table types

The definition of a hash table, according to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology is “a dictionary in which keys are mapped to array positions by a hash
function” [23]. In other words, the structure of the hash table features an array, into
which, the hash function maps items.
Definition 2.2. (Hash table) A hash table stores items of key-value pairs. The internal
structure of a hash table features a directly indexable array; each slot contains a single
item or a set of items (Fig. 2.1). The index of an item in the table body is determined by
a hash function.

Figure 2.1: Abstract structure of a hash table.
When more than one item are mapped to a location a collision occurs, which needs
to be handled by the table. This problem is also called the “coupon-collector’s problem”
[24] or “balls-into-bins” [25].
The optimal solution would be to have no collision, but this cannot be universally
guaranteed. It is feasible with a so called “perfect hash function” [26–28], if the set
of items to be hashed is known in advance, creating a hash function that produces no
collisions. Generally, however, collisions do occur, and the hash table must handle them.
The two basic types of hash tables are open address hash tables and bucket hash
tables. Open address hashing finds an empty location by “probing the table in a
systematic way” [29]. A bucket hash table, or (separate) chaining, keeps “for each
location, a linked list of the records” [29].
Some works use different, even ambiguous terminology. For example, Vegt et al.
define closed-addressing as “[it] resolves collisions by maintaining a linked list at each
location” [30], which is a bucket hash table; while Binstock explains closed hashing by
how it resolves collision: “if the slot is occupied, generate another hash or step through
the table” [31], which sounds more like an open hash table.
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To avoid the ambiguity, and to separate implementation details (such as using linked
lists) from the internal structure, I use the terminology open hashing and bucket
hashing as defined below. These definitions match the general understanding and the
works cited before. Yet, those distinguish the two types rather by their method of
handling the collisions than the way they arrange the data. (These are connected of
course.)
Definition 2.3. (Open hash table)
An open hash table stores 0 or 1 item, either directly, or linked via a pointer, in each
slot of the table body.
Definition 2.4. (Bucket hash table)
A bucket hash table allows multiple entries to be assigned to a slot of the table. The
items may be stored at memory locations external to the table body.
Open hash tables
Open hash tables allow a single entry in each slot and resolve collision by calculating
a new address for the element within the table body using a secondary hash function.
The sequence of addresses generated until reaching an empty slot is called a probe
sequence (see Fig. 2.2). Performance enhancement of hash schemes is usually achieved
by reducing the length of their probe sequences. The main cause of increased probe
length is called clustering [32]. When the initial address of two elements match, and
because of this, their entire probe sequence is the same, the hashing scheme encounters
first order clustering. If the initial address is different for two elements, but there is
a common address anywhere in their probe sequence and the tail of the two probe
sequences is identical after the first match, second order clustering is observed.
There are various secondary hash functions; two of them are highlighted here.
Linear probing [29] is characterized by the hash function HL (k, i) = (h(k) + c ∗
i) mod m, where h(k) is the primary hash function that computes the starting position of
the probe sequence in the hash table, i = 1, 2, ... is the probe number, and c is a constant.
This type of hash function is called linear, because the argument of the modulus operator
is linearly dependent on the probe number. In general, c needs to be chosen so that it is
relative prime to m in order to guarantee full length probe sequences. The simplest case
is when c = 1; from now on HL will refer to this case. Linear probing suffers from both
first order and second order clustering.
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Figure 2.2: Abstract structure of an open hash table; highlighted is an arbitrary probe
sequence.
Different variants of linear probing are known, such as the “last-come-first-served”
insertion scheme [33], where colliding items are placed into the slot they are hashed to,
and instead of moving the new item, the previous inhabitant is relocated. “Robin-Hood”
hashing [34] is somewhat similar: when an item is to be placed into an occupied slot, the
one with the largest displacement (informally: how far is it from its original position) is
placed there, and the other one is moved, recursively applying this rule.
There is a theoretical hashing scheme, which produces perfectly random address
generation in order to eliminate clustering. The idea is that there is a uniformly chosen
permutation from the space of permutations over all possible addresses for each element.
The initial hash function returns the first element of the permutation, and the secondary
hash function iterates through the permutation. This is called uniform hashing [35].
It was shown, that uniform hashing is optimal over all open address hashing schemes
considering the expected probe length.
Linear double hashing uses the following hash function: hash(k)i = h(k) + i ∗
g(k) where h is the primary hash function, g is an appropriately chosen secondary hash
function and i is the index of the current probe. A widely used example proposed by
Knuth [16, 36] is HLD (k, i) = k mod m + i ∗ (k mod (m − 2)), with m being prime. It
was proven that double hashing is asymptotically equivalent to uniform hashing when
the number of available addresses is large [18, 32].
Bucket hash tables
Bucket hash tables place colliding items into externally reserved storage by linking
them to each other in a linked list, or forming an array of them (see Fig. 2.3). Finding an
item means locating the first item in the table body, and either following the linked list,
or if it is an array, following the array until either the item is found or the end is reached.
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Insertion places the item to the end of the list or array (extending the array on demand
if necessary), unless it finds the same item in the bucket.

Figure 2.3: Abstract structure of a bucket hash table with array storage; highlighted are
the places visited during searching for an item.
The longer the bucket is, the longer finding an item takes. In order to reduce the
length of buckets, Mitzenmacher and fellow researchers advocated using multiple hash
functions [9, 10, 37]. The reasoning is that if some buckets are long, items could be
placed to some other, shorter bucket. Using two or more hash functions to calculate
possible buckets for an item, the one, which has fewer items is chosen at insertion.
For finding an item all of the possible buckets need to be examined (or handled by other
methods [37]). A similar idea is to use multiple hash tables with different hash functions,
and colliding items in one table are hashed into other tables [11].
The hash function
Hash tables rely on the goodness of the hash function, which should provide small
enough probability of collisions. There are various general purpose primary hash
functions available, such as the FNV hash function [38], or secure hash functions,
like SHA, as suggested in [10, 11]. No such general hash function can guarantee
true randomness mapping items to slots, but for most analysis this assumption is used.
Studied by Mitzenmacher and Vadhan [39], it has been suggested that in practice, these
hash functions performs nearly as well as ideal hashing.

2.2

Processor and memory performance

The performance of data intensive applications, and even that of general purpose ones,
is, to a great extent, influenced by the cost of memory accesses [40]. The execution
time of memory intensive applications is dominated by three factors: the cost of data
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movement, the memory layout and the usage pattern of the auxiliary data structures.
Hash tables require low computation power and their performance is dominated by the
memory access times.
It is argued by Mark Oskin, that “CPU performance must be measured by observing
the execution time of real applications” [4]. To understand the performance of an
algorithm, and enhance it, it is mandatory that the system is viewed as a whole, and
it is not just one aspect that the algorithm is optimized for. Observing the algorithmic
complexity does not necessarily project the actual performance of an algorithm, as
algorithmic complexity does not capture the real behavior of modern computers. The
memory hierarchy is the main reason for this: accessing data, which has a uniform
cost in algorithmic complexity, becomes more and more expensive as the request goes
through multiple levels of the memory.
Loading data from the system memory can take hundreds of cycles [3,41] practically
starving the processor. This effect is called the “memory wall” [3], which, in current
superscalar microprocessors [42–44] is managed, or tried to be masked by cache
memories, data prefetchers, out-of-order execution, branch prediction, and speculative
execution. All of these technologies are built inside the processor, and for the most part,
hidden from the programmer.
Cache memories [45–47] are low-latency memories built on-chip or on-die, close
to the processor core. They operate at a frequency close to that of the processor core
being able to serve memory requests in a few to a few dozen CPU cycles. When data
is requested by the processor core, first it is checked in the Level 1 cache. Only if the
data are not found there, is the request forwarded to consecutive levels of caches, and
finally to the system memory. Once the data are returned they are passed back via the
same route and each level of cache stores the data, thus if the same data element is
requested again, the next time the cache will be able to serve the request. Unfortunately
caches have very limited capacity. Their size is usually between a few kilobytes and a
few megabytes, while system memories are in the order of a couple of gigabytes. Cache
memories, therefore, only store data for a short time before overwriting it. Algorithms
that access the same data multiple times within a limited time span are likely to find the
data in the cache (brought in by the first access); this is called temporal locality [48].
The other important aspect of caches is spatial locality [48]. Caches operate with
cache lines of 64 bytes (currently), which is the unit of transfer. Data are loaded from
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the system memory in blocks of 64 bytes, which means, that even if only a single byte
is requested, a neighboring 64 bytes are loaded at the same cost, and made available in
the caches. This is especially beneficial for data intensive applications that access data
in a linear fashion (e.g. array).
In a state-of-the-art Intel CPU based on the Core microarchitecture [47] there are
three levels of cache. The L1 (Level 1) cache is the fastest, but the smallest: 32 kB for
instructions and 32 kB for data. This is unique for each core. The Level 2 (L2) cache is
larger, 256 kB for instructions and data. And finally, the last level cache (LLC), which
is the slowest of all; its 4-8 MB is shared by all cores of the CPU.

2.3

Consequences of parallelism

Multi-core processors represent a significant change in conventional computing and
programming [2]. Placing multiple cores in a single CPU socket is the “escape” route
of CPU manufacturers to keep increasing the performance of their products. Multi-core
processors, however, require new programming models and techniques [4, 49]. To be
precise, parallelism is not a new concept; the change is rather that parallelism now must
be considered by general purpose applications, not just by the research and scientific
community.
Being used in a parallel environment, any data structure must be thread safe [50] and
must allow high level of concurrency. Since multiple parallel memory reads and writes
can occur, the final results of these operations is dependent on the precise interleaving
of the operations. To maintain consistency and integrity of data, only some of these
interleaving operations should be allowed.
Controlling the flow of the algorithms, and blocking undesired concurrent shared
resource accesses, requires the threads to synchronize with each other through communication via the shared memory. There are two methods for synchronization: mutual
exclusion and non-blocking synchronization.
Mutual exclusion [51] employs critical sections [52] ensuring that these portions of
the code are executed only by one thread at any time. To guarantee this the operating
system or the runtime environment provides locks [53, 54] that protect these critical
sections. A lock is a flag and an arbitration algorithm, which allows only a single thread
to enter the critical section, and blocks all others until the one inside the critical section
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exits. In practice, this effectively means serializing access to the critical section, which
limits the level of parallelism. Locks make threads wait, this is why this approach is
called blocking behavior. The latency of an algorithm may increase due to the use of
locks, however, the overall system throughput is not necessarily reduced. Drawbacks of
using locks include consumption of memory and space in the caches [55] and changing
the way the algorithms execute.
Non-blocking algorithms [56–58] use hardware atomic operations, such as compareand-swap, to perform read-modify-write operations atomically. The basic idea of such
approaches is to change data in local memory, which is not an atomic step, and then
to commit changes into the data structure in an atomic operation [56]. This operation
can fail, if it is discovered, that some other thread has modified the data, which would
mean the current thread might have breached data integrity, should it have committed
its changes. Instead, the current thread retries the operation, until it succeeds. This
behavior has also been referred to as “optimistic synchronization” [55].
Non-blocking algorithms are generally more fault tolerant and do not suffer from
the drawback of locks, such as deadlocks or priority inversion. On the other hand, such
algorithms are more complex and are harder to design [59].
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Chapter

3

Cache-friendly hash tables
Standard, off-the-shelf hash table implementations are designed for everyday purposes,
but are not capable of handling large data sets. While the average amount of system
memory in a current desktop computer reaches several gigabytes, these hash table
components reach their limits much sooner.
For they are too slow to handle vast amounts of requests with graceful response
times, I seek a customized hash table to replace them. Hash tables are not computationally complex, thus their performance can only come from their internal structure and
data arrangement.
In this thesis I designed hash table structures constructed to take advantage of caches.
Different structures have different characteristics regarding memory access; in order to
take this into consideration their performance is modeled with their data access pattern.
I created a cost model to estimate the performance of hash tables based on the amount
of cache misses they generate during their operations.

3.1

Related work

Caches mask the speed gap between the processor core and the system memory by
providing fast access to a limited set of data. While reading from the cache takes a few
to a few dozen processor cycles, accessing the main memory requires up to a hundred
or even more of them.
In the experiments of Binstock [31] a large block of memory was read byte by byte:
first linearly from the start of the array to the end; then randomly, choosing a new unread
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location every time. Linear reading was significantly faster than the random ordered,
thanks to the effect of cache hits.
Chilimbi, Hill and Larus analyzed data organization and layout to improve the cache
locality of general pointer-manipulating programs [60]. They reported speedups from
27% to 138% when algorithms were transformed to utilize caches better. Black, Martel
and Qi [61] did the same specifically for hash tables. They compared linear probing
with a specific type of double hashing. They conducted their experiments with several
parameterization of double hashing with the conclusion that linear hashing has better
performance. Moreover, when tuning the parameters of double hashing in a way to
make it approximate linear probing better, it’s performance increased as well.
Heileman and Luo [19] also conducted similar examinations and they ended up with
different conclusions. According to their results, the cache-friendliness of linear probing
cannot compensate the disadvantage of the longer probe sequences in case of realistic
data sets. They also suggested that the relation between the size of the data and the
cache size is what lies behind the seemingly contradictory results.
Mitzenmacher in [10] also highlighted the importance of cache lines in hash table
desing: he advocates using fixed sized buckets of cache line size, so that any access to
the bucket generates only a single miss. To avoid the cache penalty, Astikis and Zobel
suggested using arrays instead of chaining, with a reported speedup of 97% [62].

3.2

Internal structure

The structure of a hash table incorporates data arrangement and collision handling. The
structure also defines the memory access pattern which directly effects cache usage. In
this section I present concrete implementations of hash structures that were constructed
to be cache-friendly.

3.2.1

Open hash table structures

Open hash tables store a single item in each slot. When a collision occurs, the secondary
hash function looks for another empty slot. I distinguished two types of secondary hash
functions. Although they may not seem different in terms of internal data layout and
structure, as a matter of fact, the data access pattern is very different.
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The first type is linear probing [29], characterized by the following secondary hash
function:

Hlin (k, i) = (h(k) + i) mod m

(3.1)

Linear probing walks through the slots of the table body one by one exhibiting great
spatial locality, but it is prone to both first order and second order clustering and long
probe paths.
Linear double hashing avoids secondary clustering by generating probe sequences
more randomly. It is asymptotically equivalent of uniform hashing [16, 19, 36, 63]. (The
term “linear” will not be used for double hashing in the rest of this thesis to make a clear
distinction between double hashing and linear probing.) Double hashing is characterized
by the following secondary hash function:

Hdouble (k, i) = k mod m + i ∗ (k mod (m − 2))

(3.2)

The concrete structure of open hash tables is a one dimensional array. Either the
stored items are placed into the slots of the arrays (item-table), or just a pointer to the
item is placed here (pointer-table). The benefit of using pointers is that the cost of empty
slots is less than in an item-table. An empty slot with a pointer consumes a word-size
(4 or 8 bytes), while a full item may be considerable more. Regular load factors are
between 0.3 to 0.7 [22] wasting a considerable amount of memory for the empty slots.
Fig. 3.1 shows the structures and their respective names.

Figure 3.1: Layout structure options for open hash tables.
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3.2.2

Bucket hash table structures

Bucket hash tables have a different angle according to which they are characterized:
the storage structure implementing the buckets. A bucket should store multiple items,
therefore an extendable data structure is required.
Standard chaining, that is, linked lists, is the simplest scheme to realize. Adding
an item to an end of a linked list is straightforward. However, linked lists have no
spatial locality [62]. Even to access the first item of the list two memory accesses
are required: first to access the pointer to the head of the list, then to move to the
first element. A simple enhancement is to store the first item of each bucket within
the table body. This structure we call item-table, and this is what Askitis and Zobel
called “compact chaining.” [62] These two options give pointer-table-linked-list and
item-table-linked-list (see Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Data layout structure options for bucket hash tables.
Further increasing locality linked lists can be replaced with arrays.

Arrays

complicate operations, because they have a fixed length. (These are arrays as in a
block of memory and not STL’s vector class or similar extendable storage structures.)
Firstly, the size of the array has to be stored. Secondly, a special notation is required to
mark unused, empty elements, or the used length of the array is to be stored too. And
thirdly, when inserting elements into a full array, a new, larger array is to be allocated,
the contents of the current one copied, and then the new item inserted. This structure
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is called pointer-table-array-based; if the first item is stored in the table body we get
item-table-array-based (see Fig. 3.2).
The overhead of re-allocation and copying depends on the amount of data, but
buckets are best when they are short, thus the re-allocation can be considered a constant.
This cost can be kept to a minimum with a custom memory allocator, which reserves a
large block of memory and gives out addresses from this pool [64–66].

3.2.3

Summary of the presented hash structures

Summarizing the presented hash structures, they are arranged in a system below
(Fig. 3.3), categorized by their data placement and memory access pattern.

Figure 3.3: Classification of hash table structures.
For the rest of this thesis five of these structures are investigated further. They are
the following, marked with the corresponding numbers in Fig. 3.3.
1. item-table-linear-probing,
2. item-table-double-hashing,
3. item-table-linked-list,
4. pointer-table-linked-list,
5. pointer-table-array-based.

3.3

Correct performance rating

Evaluating the performance of these hash tables requires a common denominator for
bucket- and open types.

The literature uses either the load factor, which is not
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appropriate for comparing the two types, or the probe length, which assumes uniform
cost for data access regardless of storage structure and memory access pattern.
The number of buckets/slots hash tables have greatly effects their performance. But
this number also changes the amount of memory each structure requires, and open hash
tables and bucket hash tables have vastly different characteristics.
Definition 3.1. (Hash table performance rating)
The performance rating of hash tables with various internal structures is based on
the memory consumption and the wall-clock execution time. A particular structure is
superior to another one, if given the same amount of memory, it completes the same
operations faster.
I examined the performance of the five structures to have a starting point for further
analysis. First, the hash tables are filled with 8 million items and then used for executing
100 million queries against them. The exact circumstances are described in Table 3.1.
The wall-clock execution time is recorded and it is plotted against the amount of memory
the hash tables each required; see Fig. 3.4. (There is no resize built into the tables. The
amount of memory they used is defined as the peek memory consumption once all items
have been added.)
processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
hash table types

items added
searches executed

Intel Pentium 4 @ 3.2GHz
2MB L2
3GB
Windows Server 2003 32 bit
C++
item-table-linear-probing,
item-table-double-hashing,
item-table-linked-list,
pointer-table-linked-list,
pointer-table-array-based
8 million
100 million

Table 3.1: Evaluation environment.
The structures are very different in performance. All of them perform best with
more memory, which is not a surprise (more memory equals larger tables decreasing the
chance of collision and shortening probe paths). But only two of them have acceptable
behavior with very low amounts of memory. The others, while delivering acceptable
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Figure 3.4: Execution time of different hash tables used for search against their memory
requirements.
behavior for the most part, skyrocket when faced with limited memory. At the same
time, the relation between linear probing and double hashing is the exact opposite of
what is suggested by the literature: double hashing is not better.
At this point it is clear that the structure of the hash table, including the memory
alignment and the choice of secondary hash function, defines its performance. Therefore
this must be reflected in the cost model describing the performance of hash tables.

3.4

Understanding the cache behavior of hash tables

Linear probing and double hashing exhibit different performance characteristics with
the same load factor. Linear probing is superior to double hashing, while it has longer
probe paths and suffers from clustering, and is generally assumed to be inferior. At the
same time, bucket hash tables, operating with the same number of buckets and having
the same probe path, also yield distinct speeds.
It can be safely said that length of the probe sequence does not describe the actual
performance of a hash table by itself. Shorter probe path can attribute to longer
execution, while longer probe path can result in superior performance. Instead, the
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internal structure and data arrangement, and the way data is accessed, is relevant to the
performance.
Proposition 3.1. (Hash table performance and cache misses)
The number of the last-level cache misses is in direct correlation with the performance of large hash tables (not fitting into the cache). A hash structure with lower
number of cache misses performs search operations faster. Hash table structures should
minimize the number of cache misses.
To see the number of cache misses, we can use modern processors that register
internal hardware events, such as the number of last levels cache misses. This event
counts the number of memory request that missed all the caches and had to go to the
main memory. We are only interested in the last level cache, the L2 cache in case of the
test machine, as the L1 cache is way to small compared to the size of the data.
Figure 3.5 shows the execution time (same as in previous experiments) and the
number of L2 cache misses for the two open hash tables.

Figure 3.5: The number of last-level cache misses and execution time for open hash
tables.
The number of cache misses is lower for linear probing than for double hashing,
explaining its better performance. The cache miss count follows the same curve that the
execution times have, and it is visibly in direct correlation with execution time.
The difference between the behavior of the two open hash tables is solely the probe
path and the cost of walking through it. While linear probing tries slots in the table right
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next to each other, double hashing jumps to random slots instead. Spatial locality is in
effect here: reading an item for the first time in linear probing loads adjacent elements
as well, which will be examined right after, causing no cache misses. Double hashing
on the other hand, jumps out of the cache line for its next probe. Spatial locality is
beneficial for linear probing as long as a cache line is able to hold more than a single
item.
Examining bucket hash tables, which, regardless of internal structure, have the same
probe length, the same cache behavior is exhibited. To illustrate the cache behavior,
Fig. 3.6 shows the last-level cache miss and execution time results for two bucket hash
tables, which differ only in the bucket implementation: one uses linked list, the other
one arrays.

Figure 3.6: The number of last-level cache misses and execution time for bucket hash
tables.

Better performance is attributed to pointer-table-array-based, the one with lower
number of cache misses. Accessing the first element of a bucket, when implemented
with an array, reads subsequent elements at no additional cost, and examining a couple
of those within the cache line will be cheap. Linked lists are different in this aspect: the
pointer to the next item points to another location in memory, which is very unlikely
to be resident in the cache. This behavior is best illustrated with long buckets (lower
memory ranges), where the execution time of linked lists jumps, followed by the same
steep increase of cache misses. Arrays tolerate this much better.
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The third bucket hash table (item-table-linked-list) is omitted from these diagrams
for clarity only; it depicts the same strong correlation between cache misses and performance. Its performance, and cache miss count, similarly to pointer-table-linked-list
skyrockets with long buckets, showing the same defect of no spatial locality.
These observations show that the best performance is attainable when most items
are found with the cost of a single cache miss. This allows multiple probes within
array-based structures using sequential probe paths.

3.5

Estimating the number of cache misses

The number of last-level cache misses is the best estimate of performance for large
in-memory hash tables. To be able to estimate the number of cache misses for various
hash table structures I derived their expected probe length and the number of cache
misses. For the number of cache misses an additional parameter is required: B is the
number of complete items that fit in a cache line. For example, with the real-life database
the demonstrations are built on, an item is 20 byte data and 4 byte key, a total of 24
bytes; having a cache line of 64 bytes, B = 2. This parameter does not consider partial
containment in a cache line (first 16 bytes of the third item).
The following symbols are used in this section (Table 3.2).
number of items
number of buckets/slots
load factor
number of items hashed to bucket i
primary hash function
secondary hash function
probe length for type with load factor α
number of items that fit in a cache line

n
m
α = n/m
Xi
h
H
Lαtype
B

Table 3.2: List of symbols.

In the rest of this section, it is assumed that the items are distributed in the hash
table uniformly, and choosing a bucket/slot is independent and identically distributed
[32, 39, 67]. This should be guaranteed by the hash function.
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3.5.1

Linear probing

We start with linear probing, which has the best performance under ideal circumstances.
In the calculations below, some approximations are made and not all of these are
addressed. It can be shown, that for α < 1 all these approximations are justified
as n → ∞. Instead of detailed proofs, the results have been verified experimentally
[68, 69]. The results are also confirmed by the works of Janson [67].
Describing the state of the table two new definitions are presented: clusters and
closed clusters. The closed clusters cover the entire table, and are in connection with the
probe path. The expected length of such closed clusters is calculated, from which then
the expected probe length is derived.
3.5.1.1

Clusters and closed clusters

The expected probe length in a given state of the hash table is the average of probe
lengths needed to insert the elements of the table. First, we need to understand how
many steps it takes to insert an element into an α-filled hash table. In order to determine
this, we need to know how does an α-filled hash table look like, and how the empty slots
are distributed in the table.
Assume we have an empty table. Figure 3.7 represents a possible scenario, when
some elements were inserted into an empty hash table. The resulting table configuration
is shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.7: The elements are numbered in the order of their insertion, and the slot they
are placed upon is the initial address that was calculated for them.

Figure 3.8: The final table configuration after inserting the elements in Figure 3.7.
To describe a table configuration we use two notions. A cluster is a group of adjoint
occupied slots. This terminology is known in the literature. The next, however, is a new
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concept. A closed cluster is formed from an empty slot and the cluster that precedes it.
If, for a certain empty slot there is no preceding cluster (i.e. the empty slot is preceded
by another empty slot), then this empty slot forms a closed cluster by itself. Figure 3.9
gives a graphical representation of these notions. The true relevance of closed clusters
is that they cover the whole table, while this is obviously not true for clusters.

Figure 3.9: A cluster (L) and two closed clusters (τ1 and τ2 ).
If a new element is to be inserted into the table, then the probe length depends on
the length of the closed cluster in which its initial address hits. Suppose that the initial
address for the new element is part of a closed cluster with length τ . Since the initial
address is considered to be uniformly distributed over the whole table, it is uniform
restricted to the given closed cluster as well. Hence, the expected number of steps
needed to insert the element is

τ +1
.
2

If we knew the probability of the event that the

initial address falls into a closed cluster with length τ then we would be able to calculate
the expected probe length required to insert a new element.
3.5.1.2

Distribution of the length of a randomly chosen closed cluster

Suppose there are n elements in the table and there are m slots. The load factor is
α = n/m. Let Xi be the number of elements for which the initial address was i. In this
case Xi follows binomial distribution with parameters n and 1/m. This probability can
be approximated by a Poisson distribution with parameter α = n m1 .
   k 
n−k
n
1
m−1
αk e−α
P (Xi = k) =
≈
k
m
m
k!

(3.3)

In the followings we use the assumption that X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm are independent. Since the
P
the number of elements is fixed, m
i=1 Xi = n, a dependency between the Xi random
variables is introduced. However, this is negligible when m and n are large.
There are Xi elements initially hashed to the i-th slot, i = 1, . . . , m. Suppose that
a closed cluster starts at the j-th position. In this case the number of elements in this
closed cluster is at least Xj , and the j-th slot can hold only one. So Xj − 1 elements
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will be held in the rest of the closed cluster. The j + 1-th slot adds Xj+1 elements to the
cluster, but it will hold one as well, so the number of elements in the cluster after the
j + 1-th slot is Xj − 1 + Xj+1 − 1, and so on. When this sum reaches 0 the cluster is
closed.
Let us define the stochastic process S with its state space recursively:
1. S0 = 1
2. Si+1 = Si + ξi+1
Take a closed cluster that starts at position j in the table. It is easy to see that if the
sequence ξi , i = 1, . . . is taken so that ξi = Xj+(i−1) − 1, then the first i for which Si = 0
will be the length of the selected closed cluster.
If we let the sequence ξi + 1 be a sequence of independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables following a Poisson distribution with parameter α, then the
distribution of the stopping time τ , defined as (3.4), will give a good approximation of
the distribution of the length of the closed clusters if m  1, n  1.

(1)

τ0 = inf(i : Si = 0|S0 = 1)

(3.4)

(k)

Let us define the stopping time τ0 as follows
(k)

τ0

= inf(i : Si = 0|S0 = k)

(3.5)

Then
(k)

τ0

(k)

(k−1)

(1)

= τ(k−1) + τ(k−2) + . . . + τ(0)

(3.6)

where
(k)

τ(k−1) = inf(i : Si = k − 1|S0 = k)

(3.7)

By the strong Markov property of the random walk (Si )∞
i=1 the random variables
n
o1
(i)
τ(i−1)
are independent whose distribution is the same as that of τ . Let Φ be the
i=k

generating function of τ , and Φ(k) be the generating function of τ (k) .
 (k) 
Φ(k) (z) = E z τ0
= [Φ(z)]k
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(3.8)

Using the law of total expectations and (3.8) we can write the following.
τ

Φ(z) = E (z ) =

∞
X
i=0

αi −α
E(z |ξ1 = i − 1) e =
i!
τ

∞

X Φi (z)αi
α
= ze−α + zΦ(z)αe−α + zΦ2 (z) e−α + . . . = ze−α
2
i!
i=0
This gives us an equation for the generating function Φ
Φ(z) = zeα(Φ(z)−1)

(3.9)

Since the generating function uniquely identifies the distribution it belongs to, we
can determine the distribution of the length of a closed cluster. The solution of equation
(3.9) is well known among queuing theorists: it is the generating function of the BorelTanner distribution [70]. It arises as the distribution of the total number of customers
served before the queue vanishes having one customer at the beginning, constant service
time and random Poisson arrival times with constant rate.
The probability for a closed cluster consisting of k slots is given by
Φ(k) (0)
p(k) = P(τ = k) =
k!

(3.10)

where Φ(k) (0) denotes the k-th derivative of the generating function Φ at 0. (3.9) can
be rewritten as f (Φ(z)) = z, where f (x) =

x
.
eα(x−1)

Using the Lagrange inversion

theorem [71] we can write Φ(z) as
Φ(z) = 0 +

∞
X

e−αn (αn)n−1

n=1

zn
n!

From this, it follows, that
Φ(k) (0) = e−αk (αk)k−1
Combining this with (3.10), we get an explicit formula for the distribution of length of
closed clusters.

p(k) = P(τ = k) =
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(αk)k−1 −αk
e
k!

(3.11)

This is the Borel-Tanner distribution. We also need the expected value of this
distribution; it can be calculated easily using (3.9) and the fact that E(τ ) = Φ(1) (1).
This gives us
E(τ ) =

3.5.1.3

1
1−α

(3.12)

Distribution of a randomly chosen cluster

The term randomly requires some explanation. Choosing a cluster when inserting an
item is not uniform; only the choice of the initial slot is, but the length of the clusters
alters the chance of hitting a particular cluster. For example if there are 10 slots and
one cluster of length 5 and another with length 2, the longer cluster has a much bigger
chance of being hit during insertion. This section explains this phenomena.
We know that if the initial address for a given element falls into a closed cluster
with length τ , then the expected number of steps needed to insert it will be

τ +1
.
2

The

expected length of a closed cluster is given by (3.12); but it is important that this is not
the expected length of the closed cluster in which the initial address falls into. (3.12) is
the expected length of a closed cluster if we choose uniformly from the closed clusters
in the hash table. We choose our initial address uniformly from the slots, but this is not
the case with the clusters. This is a size-biased sample from the closed clusters of the
hash table.
The length of a closed cluster is k with probability p(k). There are m − n closed
clusters, since there is a closed cluster for every empty slot. This means that there are
approximately (m − n)p(k) closed clusters with length k, so they approximately cover
(m − n)p(k)k elements. Thus the probability that an element is in a closed cluster of
length k can be estimated as
P(η = k) =

(m − n)p(k)k
p(k)k
= (1 − α)p(k)k =
m
E(τ )

where η denotes the length of a closed cluster which was chosen with probability
proportional to its length. Using this, we can calculate the expected length of that closed
cluster in which the initial address falls for a given element as
E(η) =

∞
X
p(k)k
D2 (τ ) + E2 (τ )
k
=
E(τ )
E(τ )
k=1
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where D2 denotes the variance. D2 (τ ) can be calculated from (3.9) the same way as
(3.12) is derived. This gives that E(η) =

1
,
(1−α)2

thus the expected number of steps to

insert an element into an α-filled table is given by
E(#) =

1
(1−α)2

+1
(3.13)

2

The expected number of steps to find a uniformly chosen element in the table is the
average of the steps needed to insert them. There are n elements in the table. When
inserting the i-th element, there were i − 1 already inserted. In other words, the i-the
element was inserted into an α0 =

i−1
-filled
m

hash-table. The average of these step counts

can be written as
1
+1
n
n
i−1 2
X
1−
1m X 1
1
( m)
α
=
E(Llin ) =
n k=1
2
2 n k=1 m

1
≈
2α

Z
0

α



1
1−


i−1 2
m

!
+1

≈


1
1 α
+ 1 dα0 = 1 +
0
2
(1 − α )
21−α

Proposition 3.2. (Expected probe path length for a successful search with linear
probing)
Let E(Lαlin ) denote the expected probe length for finding an item using linear probing
in an α-filled table. Then
E(Lαlin ) = 1 +

1 α
21−α

(3.14)

Proof. Shown above.
3.5.1.4

Cache miss count of linear probing

Proposition 3.3. (Number of cache misses during a successful search with linear
probing)
α
Let Clin
denote the cache cost, the number of cache misses, of the probe sequence

that successfully finds a uniformly chosen element in an α-filled table built with linear
probing. Then
α
E(Clin
)=1+

1
11 α
(E(Lαlin ) − 1) = 1 +
B
B21−α
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(3.15)

When locating an item in a hash table using linear probing the first address of a probe
sequence will not be found in the cache. This means that the first probe will request a
new line to be read from the memory. But subsequent probes have a high probability of
being served from the cache, since the neighboring slots of the first probed element have
been cached when the first probe was performed. If the initial address is given then each
step will produce an additional cache miss with probability of zero or one, depending
on whether it is in the same cache line, or in the next one, respectively. Since the initial
address of a probe sequence is uniform over the slots of the line it falls into, each of the
remaining Lαlin − 1 steps produce a cache miss with probability

1
.
B

The results are verified by comparing the number of misses measured during find
operations, and the number calculated using Eq. 3.15; shown in Fig. 3.10. There
is a large difference for an extreme load factor (due to the cluster lengths not being
independent for saturated tables, which was assumed); but for normal operation areas,
the calculations are otherwise within a constant factor.

Figure 3.10: Number of cache misses for item-table-linear-probing.

3.5.2

Uniform hashing

The expected length of the probe path for uniform hashing is [29]
E(Lαuni ) = −
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ln(1 − α)
α

(3.16)

The main idea of uniform hashing is that the probe sequence is a random permutation
of all positions in the table. Thus, it is a fair approximation that any probe of uniform
hashing falls into one of the lines that are not cached. This means that every probe has
a cost of one memory read when uniform hashing is used. In other words every probe
α
denote the cache cost (number of cache misses) of a
produces a cache miss. Let Cuni

probe sequence that (successfully) finds a random element in an α-filled table built with
uniform hashing. It is calculated as follows.
α
E(Cuni
) = E(Lαuni ) = −

ln(1 − α)
α

(3.17)

The validity of this equation can be verified by comparing the number of misses
measured during find operations; shown in Fig. 3.10. The calculations follow the
measured values with a constant offset.

Figure 3.11: Number of cache misses for item-table-double-hashing.

It is quite clear that linear probing has an advantage over uniform hashing when B
is large and the load factor is moderate. Figure 3.12 shows how the expected number of
produced cache misses look like if the number of slots that fit in a cache line is B = 2,
B = 4 or B = 8.
For any given value of B there is a load factor αB under which linear probing has
lower cost and over which uniform hashing algorithms perform better. From equations
(3.17) and (3.15) this load factor can be obtained. In the typical operation region of
α ∈ [0.3, 0.8] linear probing has lower expected cache miss count for B ≥ 2.
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Figure 3.12: The expected number of cache misses for linear probing and uniform
hashing for different load factors for B = 2, 4, 8.

3.5.3

Bucket hash tables

Mitzenmacher [10] and Ramakrishna [72] give the distribution of items over the buckets
by describing the probability of a bucket ending up with k items as
n−k  k
 
1
n
1
P(Xi = k) =
1−
m
m
k

(3.18)

This length follows a binomial distribution, and it can be described by the Poisson
approximation [72, 73]. From that, the expected length of a bucket is
E(Xi ) =

n
=α
m

(3.19)

and the expected length of the probe path for a successful search is
1
E(Lαbucket ) = α
2

(3.20)

Proposition 3.4. (Number of cache misses during a successful search in a bucket hash
table)
Let Cxα denote the cache cost (number of cache misses) of a probe sequence that
(successfully) finds a random element in a bucket hash table with α =
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n
,
m

where x is a

specific internal structure (see Fig. 3.2). The abbreviations are: ptwl is pointer-tablewith list, ptwa is pointer-table-array-based and itwl is item-table-linked-list.
1
α
E(Cptwl
) = 1 + E(Lαbucket ) = 1 + α
2
α
E(Cptwa
)=1+1+

(3.21)

1
11
E(Lαbucket ) = 1 + 1 +
α
B
B2

1
α
E(Citwl
) = 1 + E(Lαbucket ) − 1 = α
2

(3.22)

(3.23)

Pointer-table-linked-list requires one access to the table body to reach the bucket,
and one access for every inspected element. The elements are scattered all over the
memory, having a close to zero chance of being in the cache, therefore every access will
produce a cache miss.
Pointer-table-array-based requires one miss to access the table body, a subsequent
miss to follow the pointer to the first item of the array, and just as with linear probing,
every following access will produce a miss with probability

1
B

due to spatial locality.

Item-table-linked-list produces a miss for reaching the first item inside the table
body, and if the chain is followed, every access will be a miss. The length of the chain
is the length of the bucket minus one (the first item).
The results are verified by comparing the number of misses measured during find
operations, and the numbers calculated using Eq. 3.21-3.23. Fig. 3.13 shows that the
values are within a constant error of the measured ones.

Figure 3.13: Number of cache misses for the bucket hash tables.
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3.6

Conclusions

This thesis presented cache-friendly hash table structures and examined their behavior.
A classification system was introduced listing various structures, all of which feature
different internal data arrangement and collision handling.
It was shown that different structures exhibit different performance characteristics.
Correct performance rating of various types of hash tables required a common denominator, which was chosen as the combination of their memory requirements and execution
time.
As the length of the probe path does not explain the real performance of the tables,
their efficiency was modeled with the number of last-level cache misses. Those table
structures that feature spatial locality were shown to have better performance due to
lower number of cache misses. The number of cache misses was calculated for the
various structures, and was shown to approach the measured values.
In-memory large hash tables should be designed so that they minimize the number
of last-level cache misses, even at the cost of longer probe paths and extra cost for
maintaining the storage structure. The derived analytical models describing the cache
misses can be used to estimate the performance of hash tables and choose the right one
for a particular task.
If the data elements are smaller than 32 bytes, that is, a cache line can hold at least
two of them, linear probing is the best hashing scheme. However, it requires a good hash
function and a good estimate on the number of items to choose the initial table size. A
more robust solution is item-table-linked-list, which, when the table size is chosen in
the same order of magnitude as the number of items, still has a penalty of a single cache
miss for searching most of the time.
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Chapter

4

Pre-execution in hash tables
Speculative pre-computation, or pre-execution, is a method used mainly in data intensive
applications to mask data access latency. The execution penalty for accessing data not
present in the cache is about a hundred cycles compared to a few dozens when data are
in one of the caches. The purpose of data prefetch is to bring data closer to the processor
core before they are needed.
General data prefetch mechanisms [74] discover stride patterns in data access and
predict memory addresses accordingly. These methods, however, fall short of expected
efficiency in applications with irregular memory access pattern.
Large hash tables are precisely these kinds of applications, as the purpose of the hash
table is to distribute the stored items all over the storage space, and consecutive queries
to the hash table (if they do not involve the same item) access different parts. These
addresses are not predictable, hence rendering standard data prefetchers inefficient. To
help this, I examined how software data prefetch can be integrated into hash tables.
Pre-execution works by extracting a slice of the algorithm and executing it ahead of
the main thread. It calculates the memory addresses required by the computation and
prefetches them in advance.
This thesis designs a pre-execution scheme, which, when applied to hash tables,
speeds up lookup operations. The proposed algorithm has parameters that define its
internal behavior; these parameters are auto-tuned with an adaptive algorithm.
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4.1

Data prefetch and pre-execution

Modern processors monitor data access patterns and try to predict future memory
addresses. For example, iterating over an array is usually predictable: after accessing
item i it is very likely that item i + 1 will be accessed. Current prefetchers are able to
discover stride patterns as well (e.g. reading every 10th item of an array), but are not
suited for algorithms with random memory accesses.
Luk in [75] argues that irregular memory access patterns cannot be predicted without
actually executing the code. This is the basic idea of pre-execution [76–80] (terminology
also includes assisted execution, prefetching helper threads, microthreading, speculative
precomputation). Although the algorithm itself is able to, and will indeed calculate the
exact memory addresses it needs; but it is too late by that time and the execution has
to suffer latency due to the cache miss. If the calculation had happened earlier, and the
correct address had been available, it could have been be preloaded in time.
Pre-execution is an extension of the built-in hardware prefetcher. Its most important
component is the prediction engine, which is derived from the source code of the
algorithm. Most helper threads execute speculative slices [81, 82], which are extracts
of the original algorithm. Since some instructions may be removed from the original
code, there is no guarantee that the calculated result will be correct; this is accepted in
exchange for faster execution. These slices can be created manually [75, 81] or using
profiling and compiler support [76,78,83–85]. Another approach is the use of heuristics.
For example when traversing binary trees Roth et al. suggest [86] that an automatic
prefetch is issued for the child nodes when a particular node is visited.
The trigger of pre-execution is either an instruction in the software code or a
hardware event. Software triggers must be placed in the source code in compile time
either manually [81] or automatically [78, 83]. Hardware triggers can be for example
load operations during the instruction decoding stage [87] or cache misses [88].
Mutlu et al. showed that pre-execution, or as they refer to it “runahead execution”
[89] is an alternative to large instruction windows. They claim that runahead execution
combined with an 128-entry window approximately has the same performance as a
significantly larger 384-entry wide instruction window (without pre-execution). A
similar conclusion of Wang et al. [90] states that speculative precomputation can be
just as effective as out-of-order execution.
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Malhotra and Kozyrakis implemented pre-execution for several data structures in the
C++ STL library [79] and achieved an average speedup of 26% for various applications
using the library. Zhou et al. in [80] has also shown that pre-execution can bring 30-70%
speedup in a relational database.

4.2

Definition of pre-execution

Despite pre-execution being actively used in the literature, there are no definitions of
what it actually is. To be able to argue about the solution I created, I introduce preexecution formally below. These definitions are general, without any specificity to hash
tables.
The first concept defined below is an algorithm. The kind of low-level algorithm
described here is close to an assembly form of an application consisting of a sequence
of instructions, but these instructions are not required to be directly executable by the
hardware.
Definition 4.1. (Sequence of instructions)
An instruction is a mathematical operation, a data movement command, or any
combination of these, which the processor is able to execute in a few cycles. A σ
sequence of instructions is a series of such instructions. Let R(σ) be the set of variables
the instructions in σ only read, and W (σ) the set of variables they read and write. Let
Σ = {σ} be the set of these sequences of instructions.
An example for such a sequence of instructions is the core of a cycle, or an entire
function. Σ is the set of all possible sequences of instructions legal in an algorithm.
Definition 4.2. (Algorithm)
Let Γ = γ1 , . . . γn be an algorithm such that γi ∈ Σ, R(γi ) 6= R(γi+1 ) or W (γi ) 6=
W (γi+1 ), R(γi ) ∈ 2R , W (γi ) ∈ 2W ∀i.
An algorithm is a series of sequences of instructions where adjacent sequences of
instructions are distinguished by either different variables they read or different variables
they read and write and where R = ∪i=1...n R(γi ) is all the variables Γ only reads and
W = ∪i=1...n W (γi ) is all the variables it reads and writes. An algorithm is arbitrarily
separated into these n parts. The significance of separating an algorithm into these
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sequences with distinct data access is to guarantee fine-grained resolution; however this
decomposition of Γ is not unique.
In order to execute instructions to perform data prefetch, and perform the calculations to get the right memory addresses, the main thread of execution and these
prefetches may overlap in some manner. It has to be made sure that these prefetchers do
not interfere with the main thread.
Definition 4.3. (Valid parallel execution of two sequences of instructions)
γi and γj (γi , γj ∈ Σ) can be executed in parallel if R(γi ) ∩ W (γj ) = ∅, R(γj ) ∩
W (γi ) = ∅ and W (γi ) ∩ W (γj ) = ∅. This will be denoted by γi k γj .
In other words the execution engine must be in the same state after executing γi and
γj at the same time, as it would be if it executed γi γj or γj γi . We can define the same
for a set of instructions and an algorithm.
Definition 4.4. (Valid parallel execution of a sequence of instructions and an algorithm)
A set instructions σ (σ ∈ Σ) can be executed in parallel with algorithm Γ (σ k Γ) if
σ k γ1 , σ k γ2 . . . σ k γn , that is, σ can be executed in parallel with all instructions of
algorithm Γ.
Now I can define pre-execution using the terminology above.
Definition 4.5. (Pre-execution)
Let Γ be an algorithm as described above. The main execution engine completes Γ
by computing each and every γi ∈ Γ individually, in order. Pre-execution is another
execution engine which, at specified trigger points, schedules σj ∈ Σ for execution
where σj k Γ. The σi instruction sequences are created so that they calculate and
preload the memory addresses of the corresponding γi instruction sequence.
Pre-execution is an execution engine (e.g. a software thread or a microprogram in the
processor), which executes sequences of instruction in parallel with the main execution
engine. The σj executed by the pre-execution engine is connected to γj , which the main
execution engine executes, by prefetching data for it. However, there are no criteria as
to how it should achieve that. The execution engines must not interfere with each other.
This definition is in line with the literature: Zilles and Sohi called σj a slice or a
speculative code fragment [81], which “approximates” the original program, and it is
essentially the same as a p-thread [87] by Ro and Gaudiot.
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4.3

Software pre-execution in a hash table

To issue prefetch for some data element, first, it has to be determined when to do
that, and then, figure out the location of the data. The first question is timing and
management, and the second is about prediction. First, I answer the when.

4.3.1

Software pre-execution: how to prefetch

Most solutions suggested in the literature use a simple helper thread which, when
triggered, prefetches a single data item, and then terminates [75, 78, 82]. This thread
is started by inserting explicit instructions of thread creation and management into the
main thread increasing its complexity and introducing overhead.
For the sake of performance, we propose the pre-execution engine to be implemented
as a persistent helper thread, meaning that no new thread is created and destroyed for the
computation of item σj . This single helper thread contains not only the pre-execution
engine but the additional overhead of its own management as well. The pre-execution
engine is realized by a software helper thread executing a cycle which completes the
slices (see Alg. 2).
Algorithm 2 The core of the pre-execution thread.
for j = 0 to n do
execute σj
end for
The pre-execution engine needs to act in synchronicity with the main thread to make
sure that by the time γi is scheduled by the main thread σi has already been completed.
The helper thread gains access to the actual value of i by the main thread publishing it
via a shared variable. The pre-execution engine periodically reads this shared variable
and selects σj for execution whenever it is not performing any other calculations (see
Alg. 3). The question is how to choose j for a given i. The simplest solution is to specify
this temporal distance between the threads with a constant factor k where k ∈ Z+ is
large enough so that t(σi+k ) < t(γi . . . γi+k−1 ) ∀i (where t(σ) means the execution time
of σ). The “distance” (k) between the threads should be larger than zero so that the
pre-execution engine works ahead of the main thread, but not too far ahead. If there is
not enough distance between the threads, the main thread simply overtakes the helper
thread; if the distance is too big, the data is removed from the cache before time. The
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prefetched data should avoid evicting other useful data from the cache (called cache
conflicts or cache pollution [91, 92]).
Algorithm 3 The modified core of the pre-execution thread.
while true do
read i from the main thread
execute σi+k
end while
I propose that a safe distance is always maintained between the threads. I call
this distance jumpahead distance. The value cannot be a constant; it must reflect the
characteristics of the system and the specific application.
If the resolution of the stages of the algorithm (γi ) is fine-grained, there should
be frequent synchronization between the threads; however, we do not require the
pre-execution engine to strictly keep the jumpahead distance at all times. We can
significantly reduce the overhead if the progress is not monitored so tightly. We can
apply a batch-like execution and intervene only after a given number of steps have been
completed by the threads. The reduced (less frequent) management is beneficial in
terms of performance too. Periodic writes and reads to the shared progress variable can
result in cache pollution and excessive pipeline flushing [80]. In order to regulate the
frequency of intervention we introduce a second parameter called workahead size. See
Figure 4.1 for an illustration of the meaning of the parameters.
The name workahead size comes from Zhou et al. [80]. They describe an analogous
notion called workahead-set: a structure used for communication between the threads.
The main thread enqueues tasks into this set and the helper thread dequeues and executes
Figure 4.1: Jumpahead distance and workahead size parameters.
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them. The workahead-set, in this sense, is a range of tasks, which I identify with the
first item and the number of items; this latter is what I call workahead size.
With these parameters the algorithm is presented below (see Alg. 4). It is assumed
that for algorithm γ1 . . . γn the extracted slices σ1 . . . σn are created such that σi contains
instructions calculating the same memory locations as γi does, and it also initiates
loading these addresses.

These slices can be executed in parallel with the main

algorithm: σj k γi ∀i, j.
Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code of the proposed pre-exeucution scheme.
int mainIndex
bool end = f alse
int jumpAheadDist
int workAheadSize
procedure main(γ0 . . . γn )
for i = 0 to n/workAheadSize do
mainIndex = i
for j = 0 to workAheadSize do
execute γi∗workAheadSize+j
end for
end for
end = true
return
procedure preExecutionEngine(σ0 . . . σn )
while end == f alse do
for j = 0 to workAheadSize do
execute σmin(mainIndex+jumpAheadDist+j,n)
end for
end while
return

4.3.2

Application to a hash table: what data to preload

The pre-execution algorithm in Alg. 4 describes a general scheme. In order to apply it to
hash tables the slices must be constructed. The most common operations in a hash table
are add, find and delete. These all involve the same task: locating an item. The common
denominator to all these operations, and the slice to use, is searching for an item. The
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assumptions is that this operation can be executed concurrently with all other operations
in the hash table.
Proposition 4.1. (Pre-execution in hash tables)
The pre-execution algorithm (Alg. 4) enhances the performance of hash tables if the
slices are constructed so that they locate the items the main thread will use.
The proposed method was implemented and its performance was evaluated measuring both the execution time and memory-related hardware events. Table 4.1 shows the
environment used for evaluation.
processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
number of threads
hash table types
items added
searches executed

Intel Core i7-2600 @ 3.4GHz
8MB LLC
8GB
Windows 7 64 bit
C++
1 + 1 pre-execution
item-table-linked-list, STL hash_map
8 million
200 million

Table 4.1: Evaluation environment.

For the evaluation the execution time of completing the same task with pre-execution
and without this method is measured. In order to explain the performance gain assured
by pre-execution not only the wall-clock execution time is recorded, but the cache
behavior of the application is also monitored through the following hardware counters:
• LLC miss: Number of retired loads that miss the LLC.
• LLC hit: Number of retired loads that hit the Last Level Cache (without snoops).
• Snoop hit: Number of retired loads that are LLC and cross-core snoop hits.
• Modified hit: Number of retired load which data sources were from shared LLC
(line modified by other core).
Table 4.2 shows the results of the test. The baseline is the single threaded algorithm
without any prefetch (other than offered by the hardware). The values of jumpahead
distance and workahead size have a significant impact on the performance; their current
values were determined by trying various combinations manually and selecting the best
one.
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no prefetch
item-table-l-list
STL hash_map

exec. time
28065
48150

LLC miss
668800000
1037200000

LLC hit
8000000
16800000

snoop hit
40000
120000

mod. hit
80000
40000

pre-execution
item-table-l-list
STL hash_map

exec. time
18921 (-33%)
33178 (-31%)

LLC miss
676200000
1044400000

LLC hit
14600000
23000000

snoop hit
800000
122920000

mod. hit
7520000
9520000

Table 4.2: Execution time and memory related hardware events without prefetch, and
with pre-execution.
The pre-execution method reduces the execution time for both hash tables, which
means, it successfully enhances their performance. Compared to the baseline the
number of LLC misses did not increase significantly even though there are twice as much
memory reads (since there are two threads doing the same work). This is only possible
if half of the requests is served by the caches. The number of LLC hits increased,
indicating that requested data was frequently found in the LLC. The number of snoop
hits and modified hits demonstrate that - as the pre-execution thread and the main thread
run on different cores - the data the pre-execution thread prefetches is accessed by the
main thread via the inter-core connection network and the shared cache. This is the
intended behavior and this proves that pre-execution works as expected.

4.4

Adaptive control

The optimal values of parameters jumpahead distance and workahead size depend on
a number of factors. It is effected by the memory characteristics of the application,
the amount of data prefetched, the size of the caches, the speed of the CPU, and the
performance of the application. In order to have maximum benefit I created an adaptive
algorithm.
The Nelder-Mead method [93] is a commonly used nonlinear non differential
optimization technique. It approximates a local optimum of a problem with multiple
variables. The variables are the two parameters jumpahead distance and workahead
size and the objective function is the performance of the application measured in terms
of average execution time between two samplings (see below).
The Nelder-Mead method finds a (local) optimum for f (x) by evaluating the
function at specified x values. The objective function, however, cannot be evaluated
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at any given point. We have to execute the algorithm with the proposed jumpahead
distance and workahead size to measure the performance, and only after this is
evaluation possible.
To do the configuration in run-time the Nelder-Mead method must be transformed
into an automaton where the evaluation of f (x) is carried out by the automaton
providing the next proposed x and then returning without evaluating the function. Our
pre-execution algorithm then executes σi through σi+m and calculates the performance
(measured in execution time). Returning the results to the Nelder-Mead automaton it
evaluates the results and yields its next estimate.
The estimation is carried out solely in the helper thread not affecting the main threads
performance and could be terminated after no considerable change in the parameter
estimate is detected. If the performance of the application in one sample greatly differs
from previous measurements, the measurement is repeated using the same parameters.
This is solely for compensating the noisy performance function.
Proposition 4.2. (Adaptive pre-execution)
The pre-execution algorithm with automatic parameter configuration (Alg. 5)
enhances the performance of a hash table by tuning the parameters of the algorithm
so that they are adopted to the execution environment.
The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated comparing the execution time of
processing the same amount of tasks without- and with pre-execution. The pre-executed
application (adaptive) is tested against the baseline single threaded version (baseline)
using various underlying hash table implementations on two different hardware. The
evaluation environment is described in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.2 plots the wall-clock execution times of the four different hash tables
executed on two different machines, and also lists the final jumpahead distance (JAD)
and workahead size (WAS) values estimated by the algorithm. The first diagram
corresponds to machine-1, a desktop machine with multiple cores and HyperThreading
capability too; and the second one, machine-2, is a laptop computer with two physical
cores. The numbers above the columns show the speedup of the adaptive pre-execution
compared to the baseline.
All of the hash tables have different internal structures, hence the different performance of the baselines. The adaptive pre-execution model we presented achieves 2-35%
speedups in all but two of the test cases in all three hardware setups. It is also notable that
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Algorithm 5 Overview of the proposed pre-exeucution algorithm.
int mainIndex
bool end = f alse
int jumpAheadDist
int workAheadSize
int sampleSize = 10
procedure main(γ0 . . . γn )
for i = 0 to n/workAheadSize do
mainIndex = i
for j = 0 to workAheadSize do
execute γi∗workAheadSize+j
end for
end for
end = true
return
procedure preExecutionEngine(σ1 . . . σn )
int samples = 0
time start = getT ime()
while end == f alse do
for i = 0 to workAheadSize do
if samples == sampleSize then
{jumpAheadDist, workAheadSize} = evaluateNelderMead(getT ime() −
start)
start = getT ime()
samples = 0
end if
if notDoneAlready(min(idx + jumpAheadDist + i, n)) then
execute σmin(mainIndex+jumpAheadDist+i,n)
samples = samples + 1
end if
end for
end while
return
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Figure 4.2: Performance evaluation of adaptive pre-execution.
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processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
number of threads
hash table types

items added
searches executed

Intel Core i7-2600 @ 3.4GHz,
Intel Core 2 Duo L7 @ 1.2 GHz
8MB LLC (D), 4 MB L2 (L)
8GB (D), 3 GB (L)
Windows 7 64 bit
C++, .NET
1 + 1 pre-execution
item-table-linked-list,
STL
hash_map, Google sparsehash,
.NET Dictionary
8 million
200 million

Table 4.3: Evaluation environment.

this speedup is also present for the third-party STL hash_map and Google sparsehash,
not to mention the .NET Dictionary. Providing performance increase is not limited to a
single platform nor to a specific hash table implementation.
It is noticeable that the machine-1 seems to be more effective with pre-execution
than the other one. This must be due to the larger last-level cache (8 MB vs 4 MB).
On the same note, pre-execution seems to favor true multi-core execution rather than
HyperThreading despite the additional level of shared cache with HyperThreading although its size, 256 kB seems too small to matter compared to the hundreds of
megabytes of data the tables allocate. Nevertheless, both physical and virtual cores
are able to produce performance gain with pre-execution.
The parameter tuning of the algorithm is demonstrated next. The function that
the Nelder-Mead method minimizes (the execution time) decreases over time as the
algorithm changes the parameters. Figure 4.3 plots the processing time per item during
the execution of the application. Although there are fluctuations and some outliers, the
algorithm is able to handle them and the function has a steady decline.
Implementation notes
The algorithm utilizes two threads: one for the main computation and one for
prefetching. Executing two threads simultaneously comes at some cost. However having
a multi-core CPU at our disposal we can execute multiple threads without significant
performance penalty. Some processors also support HyperThreading allowing two
software threads to execute simultaneously on the same core. Both options have
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of the minimized f (x) function.

advantages as well as disadvantages. If the physical cores are used, the threads do not
share the computational pipeline causing no performance degradation; but they share
only the last level cache. On the other hand, if both threads are executed on the same
core, they share both the L3 and the L2 caches, but the computational resources as well.
I showed that the proposed method works in both cases, but a true multi-core setup is
better.
Cache pollution through the shared variables is a concern. If the shared variables are
changed by one thread executed on one of the physical cores the entire cache line must
be immediately written to system memory and removed from the cache of every other
core. We must assure that these writes do not pollute other variables which may reside
in the same cache line as the shared variable. For this reason the shared variables should
be padded to cache line-long sizes and aligned on cache lines.

4.5

Conclusions

This thesis presented how pre-execution can be applied to a hash table in order to reduce
the latency of its memory accesses. The solution requires a software helper thread that
completes find operations in the hash table for the items that the main thread of execution
will access.
I answered the question of when to prefetch data by running a continuous thread and
controlling its work with the use of two parameters. These parameters keep the helper
thread ahead of the main thread, and synchronizes the two threads at periodic intervals.
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The effectiveness of the method depends on the hardware, the size of the cache
and the memory access pattern among other things.

Adapting to these external

circumstances, the proposed algorithm changes its internal behavior by monitoring its
execution time and calibrates itself periodically.
The algorithm I created was evaluated with various hash tables and using three
different hardware setups. The performance gain was between 2 to 35%.
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Chapter

5

Non-blocking hash table designs
Widespread use of multi-core systems demands parallel applications and algorithms
in everyday computing. Parallel data structures, which are basic building blocks of
concurrent algorithms, are hard to design in a way that they remain both fast and simple.
Non-blocking algorithms do not use the classical critical section approach for
assuring the correctness and thread-safety of containers. These methods employ, what
Rinard calls “optimistic synchronization” [55]. Changes are always made in local
memory and afterwards everything is committed into the data structure in a single atomic
step with the help of special processor instructions, such as the compare-and-exchange.
The biggest advantage of non-blocking synchronization is the complete lack of
mutual exclusion. These methods provide better protection from programming errors
and from faulty threads not releasing locks, thus their usage results in higher robustness
and fault tolerance [94]. The tradeoff with non-blocking algorithms is they are more
complex and harder to design, even if they seem simple [59].
Implementations of parallel data structures fall into categories according to the
progress conditions they satisfy: non-blocking solutions can be obstruction-free,
lock-free or wait-free.

These properties guarantee different levels of progress in

exchange for different complexity and required re-design of their inner workings.
Besides their theoretical merits, their supplied performance is also a question.
In this thesis I designed non-blocking hash tables meeting different progress- and
complexity requirements. Lock-free hash tables built on arrays, as well as a wait-free
hash table are proposed and evaluated for performance.
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5.1

Related works

Shavit in [49] argues that “concurrent data structures are difficult to design.” Complicated algorithms with anticipated superior performance often require mathematical
reasoning to verify their correctness, whereas simpler solutions fall short of required
performance or have other unfavorable properties.
There are two kinds of approaches in synchronization: blocking and non-blocking
solutions. Blocking solutions are based on mutual exclusion, detailed more in Chapter 6.
In this thesis non-blocking solutions are in the focus.
Non-blocking parallel data structures can be implemented using compare-andexchange operations. All modern architecture provide hardware support for atomic
combined read-modify-write operations that allow the non-destructive manipulation of
a single machine word. Herlihy describes the basic concept of transforming sequential
algorithms into non-blocking protocols the following way [56]: first the object to be
modified is copied into local memory in its current state, then the modifications are
performed on this local copy instance, and finally the change is committed back using
the compare-and-exchange instruction. If another thread has modified the same data in
the meantime, the operation is retried.
With this method complete lock-free data structures and algorithms can be built,
such as the linked list by Harris [95], Valois [96] and Michael [97], whose works were
further extended to resizable hash tables by Shalev and Shavit in [98]. Both Gao et
al. [59] and Purcell and Harris [99] built lock-free open address hash tables. These
hash tables work great, but they are complex; the referenced works all contain pages of
explanations and illustrations presenting how they work, or mathematical proofs of their
correctness. This thesis presents simpler solutions.
Non-blocking algorithms are generally hard to design. This is in fact the case for
parallel hash tables built on the compare-and-exchange primitives. As compare-andexchange operation only works with machine-word size data; if items of larger size
are to be stored, an extra indirection and the use of pointers is necessary. The entire
organization of the data has to be revised: arrays having given the best performance in
single threaded case are no longer a storage option, and an additional level of indirection
has to be introduced into accessing an element in order to allow modification with a
single compare-and-exchange operation. Failing to perform operation successfully the
complete transaction has to be retried which requires restructuring of code to allow this
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fallback execution path. All in all, a completely new hash table is required with careful
design of placement and alignment in memory.
There is an inherent hierarchy, or rather structure, among both the blocking and
the non-blocking algorithms with regards to the assumptions they are based on, and the
level of progress they provide. Several liveness conditions are known in the literature for
quite some time, yet there has been no handle on their relation until recently. Herlihy
and Shavit presented a “unified explanation” [100] of the progress properties. They
placed these properties in a two-dimensional structure, where one axis defines maximal
or minimal progress (informally: expect at least a single thread – minimal, or all threads
to complete actions - maximal); the other axis defines the assumptions of the operating
system scheduler. Algorithms are either blocking or non-blocking, and they can depend
on the scheduler or can guarantee the level of progress regardless of schedulers support.
Fig. 5.1 describes this structure of progress conditions (as in [100]).

Figure 5.1: Progress conditions of parallel data structures by Herlihy and Shavit [100].

This system of classification of parallel algorithms helps with comparing different
implementations focusing on their merits both in terms of performance and in robustness. Wait-free algorithms are the “best” but usually the most complex, while lock-free
algorithms are simpler to create. We focus on these two progress conditions. (There is
a similar relationship between starvation-free and deadlock-free algorithms, given that
they are also more dependent on the operating system.) The practical importance of the
obstruction-free and clash-free conditions is yet to be discovered.
The correctness of concurrent objects can be described in various ways. One of the
most commonly used criteria is linearizability [56]. A concurrent object is linearizable,
if every operations appears to take effect instantaneously at some point between its
invocation and its response. Linearizability allows concurrent operations to effect each
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other, but every change that a particular thread makes during a particular operation, must
be committed atomically. A formal definition is given in [56].

5.2

Lock-free bucket hash tables

Lock-free hash tables provide robustness and guarantee progress for at least one thread
accessing the hash table. There are solutions known to implement lock-free linked list,
and based on them, lock-free hash table. However, linked lists are not always favorable
as they have no cache locality.
I created an array-based lock-free hash table that supports the most common
operations (insert, find, delete). But first, for comparison, the linked-list solution is
presented.

5.2.1

Linked list based lock-free bucket hash table

Lock-free linked lists have been created by Harris [95], Valois [96], Michael [97], and
many others. It is relatively straightforward to implement a hash table with them: every
bucket is a lock-free linked list. Alg. 6 shows the compare-and-exchange based lock-free
bucket hash table algorithm with linked lists.
Insertion an item starts with creating a new node (line 7) with a NULL pointer,
marking the end of the chain. Then iteration starts over the list (line 8 retrieves the head
of the list, and line 9 initiates the iteration). If a matching item is found, it is returned
(line 12-13). If the iteration has not found a matching item (line 16), the new item is
to be inserted at the end (line 17), if the current last item still points to NULL, which
means, no new item has been added to the list. If this succeeds, insertion is finished (line
18); if the compare-and-exchange failed, a new item has been inserted into the bucket,
and the operation is to be retried (falling back to line 9).
In this implementation, the linearization point (the point where the changes take
effect atomically) is line 17: when the CompareExchange succeeds, the change becomes
instantaneously visible to the system.
This algorithm works only if there are no deletes from the list. Deletes can be
supported as well, with some modifications [96].
No blocking instructions are used; the only case when this operation cannot finish,
is if the CompareExchange fails. The CompareExchange can only fail if there are
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Algorithm 6 Compare-and-exchange based lock-free bucket hash table with linked lists.
1: typedef node: key, value, next
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

procedure initialize()
buckets[]: pointer to node
procedure insert( data )
myItem = createNode( data )
head = buckets[ hash( data ) ]
while true do
curr = head
while curr.next != N U LL do
if matches( data, curr ) ) then
return curr
end if
curr = curr.next
end while
if CompareExchange( curr.next, myItem, N U LL ) ) then
return myItem
end if
end while
procedure find( data )
curr = buckets[ hash( data ) ]
while curr.next != N U LL do
if matches( data, curr ) ) then
return curr
end if
curr = curr.next
end while
return N U LL
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competing threads trying to insert to the end of the same list. One of those will, under
all circumstances, succeed. The structure, therefore, is lock-free, but not wait-free.

5.2.2

Array based lock-free bucket hash table

Linked-lists are not really the best choice for bucket hash tables. Linked lists yield
an increase in the amount of cache misses reducing performance. Arrays are a more
suitable choice, but they are generally incompatible with atomic operations. The
problem lies in the fact that compare-and-exchange works with machine word size
values only, meaning that an item in the array larger than 4 or 8 bytes cannot be written
atomically.
Proposition 5.1. (Array-based lock-free bucket hash table)
An array-based bucket hash table can be implemented in a lock-free manner
satisfying the linearizability correctness condition, as presented by Alg. 7.
Inserting starts with examining the contents of the bucket (line 8). If a matching
item is found, it is returned (lines 9-10), otherwise the insert continues. The buckets are
implemented with arrays, but when a new item is to be added, a new array is allocated
copying the previous contents and adding the new one (line 12), then compare-andexchanging the pointer to this new array into the hash table body (line 13). The condition
of the compare-and-exchange is that the bucket must still point to the same location that
was copied in line 12. If this is true, no modifications have been made; otherwise some
other method has inserted a new item, or has deleted one.
Deletion works the same way: first, it checks if the item is in the bucket. If so, it
allocates a new array, copies the contents into the new array except for the item to delete
(line 34), then compare-and-exchanges the new array pointer into the table (line 35).
Finding an item simply needs to iterate over the bucket (line 20) to retrieve an element.
The data structure is linearizable. The linearization point for the insert method is
either line 10 when the same item is found, or line 13 when the item is added as new.
No modifications are committed to the data set at any other point. Method find has
two linearization points: lines 22 and 24 depending on whether the item is found. And
finally method delete has lines 32 or 35. Only one of the linearization points is active
for every call, therefore the algorithm is linearizable.
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Algorithm 7 Compare-and-swap based lock-free bucket hash table with arrays.
1: procedure initialize()
2: buckets[]: pointer to array
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

procedure insert( data )
while true do
h = hash( data )
myArray = buckets[h]
idx = find_in_array( myArray, data )
if idx! = −1 then
return myArray[idx]
end if
newArray = reallocate_copy_insert( myArray, data )
if CompareExchange( buckets[h], newArray, myArray ) ) then
return
end if
end while
procedure find( data )
myArray = buckets[ hash( data ) ]
idx = find_in_array( myArray, data )
if idx != −1 then
return myArray[idx]
else
return NULL
end if
procedure delete( data )
while true do
myArray = buckets[ hash( data ) ]
idx = find_in_array( myArray, data )
if idx == −1 then
return
else
newArray = reallocate_copy_remove( myArray, data )
if CompareExchange( buckets[h], newArray, myArray ) ) then
return
end if
end if
end while
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The algorithm contains no locks, thus there are no indefinite delays. The only way
any of the methods can not return, is if the compare-and-exchange fails over and over
again. But this operation will succeed for one of the modifiers, thus one thread will
always finish. Therefore the data structure is lock-free (but not wait-free).
Implementation note
This approach wastes the new array allocation and copy operation in case of
contention for the same bucket, which is an obvious performance drawback. The gain
on the other hand is faster searching in the array.
De-allocating the unused arrays is also a problem. When a new array replaces the
previous one, the old one should be de-allocated, given that no one else uses it. In
garbage collected systems this is handled by the environment, but in other cases this is
the responsibility of the programmer. It must also made sure that a deallocated pointer
is not reused instantaneously, because it can lead to the so called “ABA problem” [96].
The solution is either reference counting, or if possible, not reusing deallocated memory
(e.g. if memory reclamation is possible during maintenance and not runtime).

5.3

Rule-based cooperation wait-free hash table

All the lock-free solutions and all the lock based one require, to some extent, the
modification of the hash table code: to place the locks and the critical sections,
reorganize the entire table to use the compare-and-exchange operation.
Wait-free hash tables are even harder to implement. The solution I created is,
however, simple and it still guarantees wait-freeness. The idea is to wrap multiple
instances of regular hash tables into a layer that provides wait-freeness. The novel idea
in this sheme is that no atomic operations are used within the hash tables
Proposition 5.2. (Wait-free hash table)
Any type of hash table can be wrapped by a layer, providing a wait-free concurrent
hash table, as presented by Alg. 8 and Alg. 9.
The main problem with parallelism from the point of view of the data structures
is concurrent modification of the same storage slot. If different threads worked with
different hash tables, this would not be a problem anymore. Instead of the traditional
scenario where each thread is capable of executing any work we specialize our threads
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by assigning individual work domains to them in a way that these domains do not
overlap (separate functions, pipeline stages, spatial domains or graph branches). A
specific request (insert/find/delete) can only be served by one thread, and it is up to
the right selection of domains to provide load balance. The selection rules are usually
based on data decomposition as functional decomposition generally provides limited
scalability and we easily reface the bottleneck problem of critical sections on the level
of control organization. This kind of cooperation is well known in distributed systems,
where low cost shared memory synchronization is not available, thus a coarser grained
cooperation must be maintained between the nodes by directed point-to-point messages
or implicit work allocation rules.
The universe of items that the concurrent hash table stores is partitioned into several
subtables, and each of these hash table partitions is unambiguously mapped to a single
working thread. When a thread is ready to perform work, it checks the next work
item in a central queue, and decides if it should process it. The decision is completely
decentralized, and all threads must come to the same conclusion: one and only one of
them chooses the item for processing. There is no communication between the threads,
thus no overhead.
The decision whether to process an item is based on the item itself. Each item
is unambiguously mapped to a thread by calculating a hash value from the data. In
case of a hash table this is quite easy, as the items have a key, which, by definition,
uniquely determines them. (This concept, however, we note, is generalizable to other
data structures and problems. For example, sorting can be performed this way as well:
the hash function can divide the items by their value: smaller than a threshold goes to
one thread, larger to another [101].)
The central queue needs to fulfill the following requirements:
1. Retrieving an item must be wait-free.
2. Every thread must only retrieve items that should be processed by this thread.
Two concrete solutions are presented next, both satisfying these requirements.

5.3.1

Central array

If the items to be processed by the hash table are placed in a directly addressable
container, such as a central array, accessible to each thread, then they can examine each
item in the array and take only those that they should process. The overhead in this case
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is that each thread examines each and every item; even the ones that it will not process
eventually. This is the cost of wait-freedom and the elimination of atomic operations.
Alg. 8 presents the solution.
The central array stores all data to be processed. This storage can be discarded when
all threads have processed each element. Alternatively, the container can be a file, which
is shared among the processes (read concurrently), requiring no disposal.
The output of the algorithm, similarly to the input, can be a central storage
(e.g. array) where the target position of every item is known in advance and no
synchronization is necessary; or the output can be a file container. Either way, the
result obtained from the hash table can be directly written to the output without any
synchronization.
Algorithm 8 Rule based cooperation with central array: wait-free hash table.
1: procedure initialize()
2: hash_tables[numberOf T hreads]: hash table
3: dataSet[]: processed items
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure thread_function( dataset )
for item i in dataSet do
h = hash( i )
if h % numberOf T hreads == threadId then
hash_tables[threadId].insert_or_lookup( h, i )
end if
end for
This algorithm is wait-free. There are no blocking instructions in the code, nor any

loop that would stop any of the threads from finishing. The internal hash tables do not
use any form of blocking either, as they are unaware of the concurrent environment.

5.3.2

Multiple queues

The central array can be replaced by wait-free queues (such as the one by Michael et
al. [102]). Let n be the number of processing threads (and consequently the number
of hash tables). Using n wait-free queues every processing thread receives a dedicated
queue. Assigning an item to a thread needs to hash the data and add it to the right
queue. The overhead this time is the pre-calculation of the hash by the process that
would generally only insert the request into a queue. Alg. 9 presents the solution.
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Algorithm 9 Rule based cooperation with multiple queues: wait-free hash table.
1: procedure initialize()
2: hash_tables[numberOf T hreads]: hash table
3: queues[numberOf T hreads]: wait free queue
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure addRequest(data)
h = hash( data )
queues[h].enqueue( data )
procedure thread_function()
while true do
if i = queues[threadId].dequeue() then
hash_tables[threadId].insert_or_lookup( i )
end if
end while
This algorithm is wait-free. The queue implementations are wait-free, thus any

operation using the queue will always finish with a limited number of steps. Any further
actions are completed without blocking or loops preventing an action from completion.
The internal hash tables do not use any form of blocking either, as they are unaware of
the concurrent environment.

5.3.3

Correctness and “relaxation” of requirements

The wait-free implementations cannot be described by any of the generally used
correctness criteria. They are not linearizable, as changes are not atomic. They are not
sequentially consistent [103] either, because it is not clear, which point is the invocation
of an operation, and when the method returns: all operations are split into two phases,
first assignment to worker thread, and then completing the work i a different thread. This
type of operation is not compatible with the general description of concurrent objects by
histories, invocations and response events [104].
The biggest advantage of this solution, besides being wait-free, is that the internal
hash tables are unaware of being used in a multithreaded environment. Any hash table
could be used and its source code does not need to be altered. The cache utilization of
this method is also much better than any of the lock-free solutions [105].
The difference between rule based cooperation and traditional concurrent hash
tables is that here the environment needs to be aware that there are multiple hash tables.
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It is not the responsibility of the hash table to handle parallelism; it is handles by a
wrapping layer, and some responsibility is delegated to the threads that work with the
hash tables. This can be viewed, as Shavit calls it, a “relaxation” of the requirements of
the data structure [49].

5.4

Performance evaluation

The hash tables presented above all feature vastly different internal behavior. The
final question is the performance they deliver. In return for the guaranteed progress
and correctness conditions, the performance of the different concurrency schemes is
expected to be different.
To evaluate their performance, the same amount of add and find operations were
executed by the four different implementations and the speedup compared to the single
threaded non-parallel execution time is given in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (the hash tables
having two different amounts of buckets). Table 5.1 describes the test environment.
processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
number of threads
hash table types

items added
searches executed

Intel Core i7-2600 @ 3.4GHz
8MB LLC
8GB
Windows 7 64 bit
C++
1-8
lock-free hash table with linked-list, lockfree hash table with arrays, rule-based cooperation with a central array, rule-based
cooperation with multiple queues
8 million
8 million

Table 5.1: Evaluation environment.

The maximal speedup is around 3.5 to 5 times for 7-8 concurrent threads for the
best solution, depending on the number of buckets used internally by the hash tables.
Both lock-free solutions have similar performance and a steadily increasing speedup.
Although the array re-allocations are a serious overhead, their cache friendliness must
compensate it to be able to measure up to the linked list variant. This is especially true
when fewer number of buckets are used, resulting in longer buckets (Fig 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: Speedup of the various non-blocking concurrent hash tables with 12 million
buckets.

Figure 5.3: Speedup of the various non-blocking concurrent hash tables with 2 million
buckets.
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The central array wait-free solution achieves a 2.5-3.5 speedup at its peek performance for 7 threads; the other one, multiple queues has a 2-times speedup at 3 threads.
Having more strain put on the tables with fewer buckets, the speedup increases to 3.5
for central array almost reaching the lock-free linked list. These wait-free hash tables
are not as fast as the lock-free solutions, but at the same time they guarantee progress
for all threads at all times, and they can work with arbitrary hash tables internally.

5.5

Conclusion

Concurrent data structures are hard to design so that they remain simple while delivering
good performance. Non-blocking data structure design requires new approaches and
deep restructuring of data or code.
The lock-free progress condition can be satisfied by a hash table using two different
internal data structures: linked list and arrays.

While linked lists are easier to

implement (though to be completely lock-free and support deletion too, additional
effort is required), arrays can be used too, using the algorithm I created. The insertion
overhead with arrays is much larger, but its cache friendliness compensates this fact for
search-heavy workloads. The lock-free array based bucket hash table was shown to be
linearizable, which is a strong correctness condition.
The wait-free implementations are based on a different concept. I presented two
algorithms that require no atomic operations within the hash tables, nor do they apply
any blocking behavior, and still support concurrency. Instead of the hash table being
internally “smart,” I created a wrapping layer to do the work. In exchange for waitfreeness their logic is more complicated, but it assured system-wide progress. The other
huge advantage is the fact that it wraps hash tables with a layer requiring no internal
modifications of the original hash table, and it still achieves a reasonable speedup with
6-7 threads (on an 8-core machine).
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Chapter

6

Fine-grained locking in bucket
hash tables
Shared resources, such as data structures, must be protected from concurrent write
accesses in parallel environments.

Mutual exclusion and the use of locks is the

de-facto solution with all their drawbacks; the most prominent one being that they limit
concurrency.
Fine grained locking reduces the contention for the locks resulting in better
throughput, however, the choice of granularity, i.e. how many locks to use, is not
straightforward. A single lock, protecting the entire data structure, can limit attainable
performance as it basically serializes all accesses. When possible, partitioning the data
structure into disjoint blocks and protecting different blocks with different locks allows
threads to act in parallel as long as they access different blocks.
In a bucket hash table there is a trivial partitioning along the buckets. While this
delivers best theoretical performance it is undesirable for it may require too much
memory in case of large hash tables with millions of buckets.
This thesis examines how the locking granularity should be chosen inside bucket
hash tables. The aim is to assure good performance, but at the same time, keep the
number of locks to a minimum. It will be demonstrated that there is no need to increase
the granularity above a certain threshold as it offers no additional performance gain.
I modeled the concurrent bucket hash table with a queuing network in order to find
this threshold and I created an adaptive algorithm, which allows the reconfiguration of
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the table in runtime changing the granularity of locking to match external and internal
circumstances.

6.1

Related works

In parallel environments, shared resources, such as data structures, must be protected
from concurrent write accesses [106]. Blocking synchronization mechanisms are the
de-facto solution for avoiding race conditions and guaranteeing thread-safety. Critical
sections protect parts of the data structure assuring that at all times at most one thread is
allowed to access and modify these parts of the structure.
Critical sections are most often realized by placing locks within the data structure
itself. These locks are basic building blocks of parallel algorithms. They are supported
by most operating systems, runtime environments, and for performance reasons, also by
modern hardware. Mutual exclusion can be realized using software only, but hardware
support, such as the compare-and-exchange and test-and-set instructions, make them
cheaper, especially in shared-memory systems.
Locks are often criticized in the literature for their disadvantageous properties. Main
concerns include that threads using mutual exclusion effect the performance of each
other by limiting the level of parallelism, while deadlock situations and erroneous thread
behavior (e.g. not releasing locks) can cause program errors, deadlock, livelocks [55,
103, 107–109]. Some argue that mutual exclusion locks degrade performance without
any doubt [55, 110] and scale poorly [111], while others state that contention for the
locks is rare in well designed systems [54, 107], therefore contention does not really
impact performance [112]. It is also argued by many that mutual exclusion is much
simpler than non-blocking methods [58], and that in practice, mutual exclusion can
often deliver better performance [113]. Nevertheless, locks are favored by programmers
for they are easy to use, and more importantly, they are expressed by the programming
language or environment in a fashion which is familiar to the programmer.
There is an extensive body of research connected to parallel hash tables and data
structures. Larson et al. in [114] used two lock levels: a global table lock and a separate
lightweight lock (a flag) for each bucket. The global table lock is held just as long as the
appropriate bucket’s lock is acquired. They describe that for fast access spinlocks are
used instead of Windows critical sections. It was shown by Michael [97] that in case of
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non-extensible hash tables simple reader-writer locks can provide a good performance
in shared memory multiprocessor systems.
More efficient implementation like in [115] use a more sophisticated locking scheme
with a smaller number of higher level locks (allocated for hash table blocks including
multiple buckets) allowing concurrent searching and resizing of the table.

More

complicated locking scenarios are also available, such as a hierarchical lock system
with dynamic lock granularity escalation, as presented by Klots and Bamford [116].
Hopscotch hashing [15] is an open-address hashing scheme, which provides good
cache locality, supporting parallel access. The drawback of open-address hashing is the
need for resizing the table, which complicates locking.
A commercially available library by Intel, the Threading Building Blocks has a
parallel hash container called concurrent_hash_map. This implementation is a bucket
hash table using locks on various levels, including the items themselves [117]. This
off-the-shelf library will be used for evaluating the performance of our proposed
solution.
My contribution in this thesis is the design of a bucket hash table, which applies
fine-grained locking as other solutions do too, but my solution adds an adaptive locking
strategy to the table, customizing itself automatically.

6.2

Fine-grained locking in bucket hash tables

Fine-grained locking in a bucket hash table is feasible by partitioning the buckets into
blocks. Each bucket belongs to a single block, and each block holds the same amount
of buckets (for simplicity). Every block is protected by a dedicated lock.
This assures thread-safety as long as operations need to access data within a bucket,
which is true for most cases. (An example when this behavior is not guaranteed is the
rename operation, which may move an item from one bucket to another, requiring two
locks to be held.) I limit my interest to cases where a single bucket is accessed, therefore
a singe lock is acquired and released for any operation within the table.
The benefit of fine granularity is that parallel requests that access buckets in different
blocks may complete concurrently without effecting each other. The granularity should
be chosen to maximize performance and keep overhead to a minimum [113]. But it is
not clear where the optimum is.
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Proposition 6.1. (The effect of fine-grained locking in a bucket hash table)
The granularity of locking in large bucket hash tables has a clear point above which
the performance is no longer increased despite reducing the amount of data protected
by each lock. The factors that determine this threshold are the frequency of accesses to
the hash table and the length of the critical section protected by the critical sections.
To demonstrate this statement I present empirical measurements capturing the effect
of the granularity of locking. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 plot the scalability of the hash table
with an increasing number of locks used internally by the table. Both the complete
execution time and the number of clashes (i.e. the number of lock acquisitions that
resulted in waiting due to a busy lock) was measured. The environment is described in
Table 6.1.
processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
number of threads
hash table types
type of mutual exclusion
items added
searches executed

Intel Core i7-2600 @ 3.4GHz
8MB LLC
8GB
Windows 7 64 bit
C++
8
item-table-linked-list
spin-lock [118–120]
8 million
8 million

Table 6.1: Evaluation environment.

The two measurements differ in the intensity of the queries directed at the hash table.
At high access rate, the only operation performed by the worker threads was evaluating
the hash function and inserting into the hash table. For lower access rates, additional
work was simulated by performing mathematical operations on the data, approximately
for the same duration as insertion takes. The real-life use case this additional work
corresponds to is pre-processing of data before insertion into the hash table.
Using a single lock in the table is a bottleneck indeed. Increasing the number of
locks up to the range of 10-100 an over 3.5 speedup is observed. Further increasing the
number of locks, there is a minor increase (up to 10%) for high access rates, but this
is insignificant compared to the performance gain with only a few dozen locks When
the table serves a lower rate of concurrent accesses, above this threshold there is no
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Figure 6.1: The execution time and the number of clashes during lock acquisitions at
high access rate.

Figure 6.2: The execution time and the number of clashes during lock acquisitions at
low access rate.
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performance gain at all. The number of times the threads had to wait due to a lock being
busy also plummets to near zero at this threshold.
The granularity of locking is a major factor in the throughput of a parallel hash table,
but there is no point in increasing it over all limits. My goal was finding a range in which
the performance is within 10% of peek performance and requiring the lowest number of
locks.

6.3

Queuing model for a lock-based concurrent bucket
hash table

In order to find the threshold, the optimum, the concurrent operations of the hash table
must be characterized. Performance is limited by the locks when they delay the threads.
This delay is captured by a queuing network, similar to the one presented by Gilbert
[121].
Analyzing the queuing network I derived the probability of clashing and then
characterized how long threads need to wait given the granularity of locking. All these
are required to answer the following question: how many locks should a bucket hash
table use?
In my model there is an infinite number of threads. This models a system in which
the hash table is part of a service (i.e. a webserver) and requests come from an outside
source, that is, the number of requests/threads changes. This is not a limitation, rather a
generalization of the model.

Definition 6.1. (Modeling a concurrent bucket hash table with a queuing network)
A concurrent bucket hash table can be modeled with the queuing network presented
in Fig. 6.3, with the following assumptions.
1. There are L locks in the system with infinite buffers. Selection of a lock is uniform
meaning that every lock is selected independently from every other random
phenomena in the system with probability 1/L. This can be guaranteed by a
good hash function that maps a particular request to a lock, supposing that items
are chosen from the universe uniformly.
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2. The time spent within the critical section is exponentially distributed with
parameter µ. The expected timespan a thread spends in a critical section is 1/µ.
This is common for all threads and all queries.
3. The time between two queries to the hash table is also exponentially distributed
with parameter ζ.

Figure 6.3: The queuing network modeling the concurrent bucket hash table partitioned
into L blocks.
When a thread is trying to acquire a lock, which is already held by another thread,
“spinning” is performed. This means that the execution of the thread is not suspended;
the thread remains active and constantly polls the lock. Spinning is advantageous for
short critical sections [119, 121, 122]. Depending on the type of the lock, the serving
discipline can be random (SIRO) or first-come-first-served (FCFS).
This system can be simplified further as L parallel queuing networks. Every lock
is (in Kendall’s notation) an M/M/1/∞/∞/SIRO or M/M/1/∞/∞/F CF S queue
with arrival intensity λ(L) =

ζ
L

and service intensity µ (see Fig. 6.4).

Figure 6.4: The simplified queuing network modeling the concurrent bucket hash table.

6.3.1

Clashing

Clashing occurs if a thread is trying to acquire a lock, which is being used, meaning
that its queue is not empty. This event describes the system best from the performance
perspective, because clashing causes the delay which we want to avoid with fine-grained
locking.
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To characterize the probability of clashing, we have the system described by the
parameters listed in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Parameters of the queuing network.
L
1/µ
ζ
ρ(L) = λ(L)
µ

number of locks
average time within critical section
global arrival intensity
utilization of a lock

Proposition 6.2. (Probability of clash)
The probability of finding a lock in a busy state when a new request comes into the
hash table using fine-grained locking, is
P(clash) = ρ(L)
Proof.

(6.1)

From the utilization of the lock, ρ(L), the probability that the length of

the queue (the number of threads waiting for service at the specific lock) is k is
(1 − ρ(L)) ρ(L)k [123]. The probability of clashing is calculated as follows

P(clash) =
=

L
X
k=0
L
X
k=0

P(busy lock is chosen|k locks are busy)P(k locks are busy)
 
k L
ρ(L)k (1 − ρ(L))L−k
L k

The first part P(busy lock is chosen|k locks are busy) is

k
L

as any of the chosen k

locks are busy. The second part, P(k locks are busy) is calculated by choosing exactly

k locks out of L (which is Lk ) and multiplying with the probability that these k locks
are busy (ρk ) and the other L − k are not ((1 − ρ)L−k ). Further simplifying the equation
we get

 
 
L
L
X
k L
1X L
L−k
k
P(clash) =
ρ(L) (1 − ρ(L))
=
k
ρ(L)k (1 − ρ(L))L−k
L k
L k=0
k
k=0
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where the last sum is the expectation of a binomial distribution with parameters L
and ρ(L), hence the final form is simply
P(clash) =

1
Lρ(L) = ρ(L)
L

Evaluation
During the experiment presented in Section 6.2 I measured the number of clashes,
which, given the amount of requests, gives us the measured probability of clashing.
These results, and the calculated result given by Eq. 6.1, are plotted in Figure 6.5.
The calculations are based on the following µ and ζ values (see Table 6.3). These
were determined by measuring the complete time span of 16 million operations on the
hash table: first, with the hash table operations in place, then substituting the hash table
calls with empty operations. This provided the complete execution time, and then just
the time spent outside the hash table. Dividing this with the number of operations
provided the average time per operation spent in the hash table (within the critical
section), and the average time spent between two consecutive queries.
1/λ
1/ζ

0,000291
0,000509

Table 6.3: The measured average time span within the critical section ( λ1 ) and outside
the critical section ( ζ1 ).

The measured and the calculated values fit well; difference can only be observed for
large values of L. These results verify that the model performs well for calculating the
probability of clashing.

6.3.2

Waiting time

Clashing is not yet a tangible property. We need something that helps formalizing a
criteria for the number of locks to be used. I calculated the following probability for
describing that a thread will have to wait less than the specified threshold t
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Figure 6.5: Measured and calculated probability of threads having to wait for a lock
with various amounts of locks.

P(w < t) = P(w = 0) + P(w < t)P(w > 0)
= (1 − P(clash)) + P(clash)P(w < t)

(6.2)

When two threads are racing for the same shared resource the second thread
attributes to better performance as long as there is some action it can perform while
the first one is in the critical section protecting the shared resource. If the time the
second thread needs to wait for the lock, is comparable to the time the two threads act
in parallel there is no overall performance enhancement (see Fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.6: Two threads acting in parallel: characterizing waiting time.
Proposition 6.3. (Choosing the number of locks)
Whenever a new thread is added to the system, it generates performance increase if
the waiting time w for a lock is less then the useful time of a single thread: w < µ1 . The
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number of locks should be chosen so that the probability of keeping below the wait time
limit is significant:
P (w <

1
) > 0.95
µ

(6.3)

The effectiveness of this heuristic is demonstrated in Section 6.4, which considers
random service discipline, and Section 6.5, designing a recalibrating algorithm for the
FCFS case.

6.4

Locks with random service discipline

We have a bucket hash table applying fine-grained locking. The granularity, i.e. the
number of locks to be used by the table, is configurable. Based on the heuristic argument
the lowest number L that satisfies Eq. 6.3 can be determined.
In case of randomized service in the queuing model, it is not easy to calculate
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the waiting time. According to our
knowledge, there is no closed form result for this question. The simplest description
of the CDF we know is given in [124]. Flatto gave the CDF in terms of an integral, but
that formula proved to be highly unstable for numerical evaluation.
Instead of using the analytical expression, I chose to estimate the CDF empirically
using simulations. M/M/1/∞/∞/SIRO queues were simulated with the appropriate
parameters. I simulated each setting for 50000 arrivals starting with an empty queue.
From the estimated CDFs we compiled Table 6.4.
According to Eq. 6.3, the threshold probability level should be 0.95. It can be
seen from Table 6.4 that this number is somewhere between 50 and 100. This number
coincides with the experimental results that were presented in Fig. 6.1 confirming the
queuing model and the proposed method of finding the threshold.

6.5

Locks with FIFO service discipline

The problem with random service is that it requires simulation to calculate the threshold
we are interested in. I constructed an algorithm that allows this to happen in run-time,
performed internally by the table. This way, the hash table can be used as a black box
component guaranteed to optimize itself.
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L
1
2
10
25
50
100
250
500
1000
2000
3000
4000

P (w < threshold)
0,0000060
0,0001200
0,6352400
0,8647800
0,9331400
0,9659600
0,9864200
0,9934400
0,9968600
0,9982000
0,9989000
0,9990600

Table 6.4: The probability P(w < threshold).
The test-and-set type spin locks are replaced by first-come-first-served service
order. With the ticket lock by Mellor-Crummey and Scott [53], such service can be
implemented, requiring two integer values per lock.
The throughput of the system depends on factors, which are out of the control of
the hash table, such as the arrival intensity (i.e. how often requests arrive). During the
lifetime of the hash table other circumstances may change as well, such as the required
time to serve a request (service rate) can increase as the hash table is saturated. The
number of locks, therefore, should be changed according to the circumstances.
For an M/M/1/FCFS queue it is known that the distribution of the waiting time in the
queue is 1 − e−(µ−λ)t [125]. Using this, knowing that λ(L) = Lζ , and from Equations 6.3
and 6.1 we simply get the requirement as


ζ 1
1
−(µ− L
)µ
> 0.95
P(w < ) = (1 − ρ(L)) + ρ(L) 1 − e
µ

(6.4)

Now, we need to known the parameters of the system (Table 6.2), specifically µ
and ζ, which might change over time. An insert or find operation in a well designed
hash table is an O(1) operation which executes very few instructions and has only a few
memory references. If parameters µ and ζ are to be measured, all queries to the hash
table should be timed, which is an expensive operation. It is not only an overhead to
query high resolution timers, but also recording the values (in a thread safe manner) is
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unreasonably expensive. Initial measurements showed that a naive implementation can
even double the execution time of any query.
Using a queue-type lock, every thread is able to calculate the length of the queue it
joins when the lock is busy. Calculating this value is much cheaper than measuring the
elapsed time within the hash table. The ticket lock by Mellor-Crummey and Scott [53]
keeps two integer values for every lock: the number of the currently served ticket and the
next available ticket. Every threads takes a unique number by (atomically) increasing
the next available counter. Comparing this number to the currently served number every
thread gets how many other threads are in front of it in the queue. After calculating this
value, it is recorded by the hash table. Not only is this relatively cheap, but is is also
performed only when the lock is seen in a busy state, hence the thread joining the queue
would not perform any valuable work for some time anyway. To calculate and record
the length of the queue only when the lock is seen busy does not reduce the throughput
of the hash table.
This queue length is the only parameter recorded during normal operation. From
this, other parameters are estimated, as follows.
Proposition 6.4. (Calibrating the number of locks)
After the hash table has recorded, over a period of time, the distribution of the queue
lengths that incoming requests were faced with, the hash table can calibrate the number
of locks L following the steps below.
1. Estimate parameter 1 − ρ using the recorded queue lengths.
2. Measure average time spent within the hash table to calculate parameter µ.
3. Calculate arrival intensity: λ =

x·µ
.
1+x

4. Find the smallest L for which Eq.6.4 is true.
The length of the queue the waiting processes join is geometrically distributed with
parameter 1 − ρ(L). From the measured queue lengths the average is calculated, which
equals the expected value x =

ρ(L)
,
1−ρ(L)

from which (and knowing ρ(L) =

λ(L)
)
µ

λ(L) =

x·µ
.
1+x

µ is the parameter of the exponential distribution of the time spent within the critical
section. By executing 1000 find operations in the hash table the average of the times is
approximated giving us µ1 . (At this point it is not the individual queries that are measured
but the entire 1000 operations, having a much bearable overhead.)
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A bucket hash table internally implements this logic, and monitors its execution,
triggering a calibration periodically. I compared the performance with the concurrent
lock-based hash table in Intel’s Thread Building Blocks library. The test environment is
described in Table 6.5. The performance is shown in Fig. 6.7.
processor
cache
main memory
operating system
implementation language
number of threads
hash table types
type of mutual exclusion
items added
searches executed

Intel Core i7-2600 @ 3.4GHz
8MB LLC
8GB
Windows 7 64 bit
C++
8
item-table-linked-list, TBB
concurrent_hash_map
ticket lock
8 million
8 million

Table 6.5: Evaluation environment.

Figure 6.7: The performance of the custom hash table internally calibrating the number
of locks, compared to the performance of concurrent_hash_map of Intel’s TBB.
The performance of the custom hash table is in almost all cases better than that
of TBB. The difference is between 20 and 30%, and a slight decrease of 3% with the
lowest number of buckets. (The number of buckets is relevant to filter out the effect due
to internal data organization differences. If the performance difference is similar under
various numbers of buckets, it is not due to this factor.) The final estimated number of
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locks of 31 given by the algorithm is a good estimate, given that the initial tests shown
in Section 6.2 indicated this order of magnitude of locks too.
To show that the recalibration algorithm does indeed adopt to the external circumstances the performance of the hash table with various numbers of concurrent threads,
and the final number of locks is reported on Fig. 6.8. Various numbers of threads yield
different access rates the hash table needs to deal with, requiring different numbers of
locks. The performance of the recalibration is compared to both the performance of
TBB and to the same custom built hash table using a fixed number of 4 locks.

Figure 6.8: The performance of the custom hash table internally calibrating the number
of locks (shown as labels), compared to the performance of concurrent_hash_map of
Intel’s TBB, and using a fixed number of 4 locks inside the table.
The calibration algorithm outperforms TBB by 15-40%. The calibration works, as
it delivers good performance, and it does indeed change the number of locks based on
the external circumstances. The higher the number of concurrent threads is, the higher
the number of locks the hash table uses, resulting in better throughput.
With a few number of threads, using a fixed number of 4 locks is sufficient (and
even eliminates the overhead of the recalibration method), but above this threshold due
to higher access rates more locks are needed. The recalibration finds these numbers and
provides better performance automatically.
Implementation note
A last detail important for implementation is the question of when to calibrate the
locks. My approach is a periodic recalibration. If the performance was monitored
constantly, the recalibration could be performed when the performance decreases; this,
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however, due to the expensive nature of constant performance monitoring, is out of the
question. Instead, a periodic update policy is applied.
A dedicated thread is dispatched by the hash table, which, from time to time, checks
the state of the hash table. When the periodic recalibration starts, first, the hash table is
“freezed.” This is performed by “hijacking” the locks. The ticket lock used in this setup
has a currently served counter to indicate which thread is next. This counter is changed
to a large number effectively not allowing any new threads to acquire the locks. After
waiting for the current threads to exit the critical sections (by monitoring the currently
served number, which threads increase upon exit), a bool flag is raised indicating a resize
in progress halting all other operations. After the recalibration has determined the new
number of locks, the new locks are initialized, and the resize in progress flag is set to
false allowing requests to proceed. The calibrator thread then goes to sleep.
The resize, apart from blocking all threads for a while, is a cheap operation.
Changing the number of locks is effectively reserving a new array of integers for the
locks. The calibrator thread requires resources and takes the CPU periodically, not to
mention that the recalibration blocks all accesses to the table for a short time. Although
this seems wasteful, this approach turned out to be satisfying in performance.

6.6

Conclusions

Bucket hash tables requiring thread-safety and high level of concurrency can apply finegrained locking. Partitioning the buckets of the table into disjoint blocks and using a
lock for each of these blocks offers a good balance between the overhead of the locks
and the performance requirement, given that the number of locks is chosen wisely.
I created a queuing model that describes the behavior of the locks and threads in
the concurrent bucket hash table. I proposed a heuristic argument, which describes
when fine grained locking is beneficial for a data structure with respect to the bottleneck
that comes with mutual exclusion. This argument and the queuing model was used to
estimate the order of magnitude of locks that provides reasonable performance at the
lowest cost.
Both random service and FCFS service disciplines were analyzed, giving a clear
advantage for the FCFS service order and the use of the ticket lock, where I created and
algorithm for estimating and configuring the number of locks in run-time.
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By implementing the bucket hash table and examining its performance under reallife circumstances I verified that the estimate given by the proposed algorithm is in the
same order of magnitude that the initial exhaustive search predicted.
With the technique presented in this thesis, the hash table can find optimal locking
granularity. With this locking scheme the performance of the hash table is about 25%
better than the performance of a commercially available concurrent hash table.
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Chapter

7

Conclusions and summary of the
results
Hash tables are widely used data containers providing compact storage and fast
retrieval. Their internal structure, data layout, and access pattern offer a range of
possible implementations. These options all encompass various behavior, performance
characteristics, and parallelization options. The aim of this work was to optimize hash
tables for both single-threaded use and multi-threaded concurrent access on a multi-core
system.
The targeted use case where the hash tables are employed is data transformation
or similar search-saturated application. Analysis targeted desktop multi-core machines
with medium-sized caches and enough system memory to store the entire table.
This chapter summarizes the results followed by re-statement of the insights worth
repeating, underlining their practical applications.

7.1

Summary of the results

T HESIS I:
Cache-friendly hash tables
The following publications are related to this thesis: [126] [127] [128] [129] [68] [130]
[131]
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Hash tables are thought to be no challenge to implement. I showed, however,
that the range of options for their inner structure and collision handling justifies
further examination. The main results of this thesis was the design and analysis of
various cache-friendly structures having various performance characteristics. The main
contributions were the following.
• I organized chosen bucket- and open hash tables in a classification system which
describes their internal structure, data arrangement and memory access pattern
revealing various configurations.
• Performance comparison required a common metric for all types of hash tables. I
chose this metric as the memory consumption of the particular structures. A hash
table is superior to another, if given the same amount of memory, it completes the
same operations faster.
• The expected length of the probe sequence of different hash structures was
demonstrated not to reflect their actual performance; instead, I showed that the
number of last level cache misses matches the performance characteristics better.
• Spatial locality was shown to overcome long probe sequences. Hash tables should
be constructed, to locate an item with the cost of a single cache miss.
• I derived the expected number of cache misses during successful find operations
for linear probing, universal hashing, and for various bucket hash table structures.

T HESIS II:
Adaptive pre-execution in hash tables
The following publications are related to this thesis: [132] [133] [134] [135] [136].
Data intensive algorithms can benefit from data prefetch mechanism that load data
into the caches before accessed. The memory access pattern of hash tables, however,
cannot be predicted based on histories. In order for prefetch to be effective, a slice of
the original algorithm can be extracted and executed parallel to the main thread; this is
the idea of pre-execution. In this thesis I applied and customized pre-execution to suit
hash tables and multi-core machines. The main contributions were the following.
• Pre-execution was defined formally as an execution engine that executes slices
constructed from the original algorithm.
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• For scheduling the prefetch, I proposed a solution that runs a continuous helper
thread to execute the prefetches. This helper thread communicates with the main
thread through shared variables.
• The software pre-execution algorithm was refined to have two parameters that
define its behavior and its synchronization with the main thread. It is necessary
to keep the helper thread ahead of the main thread, but it also beneficial to
keep synchronization and overhead to a minimum. The parameters balance these
circumstances.
• The proposed pre-execution algorithm was tailored to hash tables by constructing
a slice that executes find operations in the hash table, and it was shown to provide
a 30% performance increase.
• To find the optimal values for the internal parameters applied by the pre-execution
algorithm, I described an adaptive algorithm that monitors its performance and
configures itself periodically. Using this algorithm, pre-execution still achieved
a 2-30% performance increase for various internal hash tables and hardware
configurations.

T HESIS III:
Non-blocking parallel hash tables
The following publications are related to this thesis: [137] [138] [105].
Non-blocking concurrent algorithms use special CPU instructions to assure correctness without the use of mutual exclusion and blocking synchronization mechanisms.
Such algorithms can satisfy different progress conditions that demand various levels of
robustness and performance. Hash tables can be implemented in a lock-free manner,
but wait-freedom is not straightforward to guarantee. In this thesis I created a new
array based lock-free algorithm, and a wait-free framework for hash tables. The main
contributions were the following.
• I presented an array based lock-free hash table. The algorithm was constructed to
assure better cache locality than linked-lists, but still allows lock-freeness.
• The array based lock-free hash table was shown to satisfy the linearizability
correctness condition.
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• I demonstrated that this hash structure competes with linked-list lock-free hash
tables, and even has a little advantage over them with almost 3.5 times speedup
over the single threaded case using an 8-core machine.
• I presented a wait-free framework for hash tables. This solution wraps multiple
instances of single-threaded hash tables and partitions the work among them.
• To distribute the workload among the internal hash tables in the wait-free wrapper,
I detailed two implementation choices in practice, both assuring wait-freeness.
• The wait-free hash table was shown to have a 2-2.25 times speedup over the single
threaded solutions using an 8-core machine.

T HESIS IV:
Fine-grained locking in bucket hash table
The following publications are related to this thesis: [139] [140] [141].
Fine-grained locking reduces the contention for the locks in shared data structures.
Although the overhead of managing locks still presents as a measurable overhead,
locks can offer the same speedup and scalability in practice that non-blocking solutions
promise. In order to do that, fine granularity is required, but at the same time, the number
of locks should be kept to a minimum for manageable overhead. This thesis designed a
bucket hash table that tuned the granularity internally for maximum performance. The
main contributions were the following.
• I demonstrated through a practical example that the granularity of locking in a
specific large bucket hash table requires a few dozen locks internally, but there is
no performance gain above this limit.
• I defined a queuing system that captures the concurrent operations inside the hash
table. The model was used to characterize the event of clashing, when a busy lock
is requested, which will attribute to delaying this second thread.
• I derived the probability of clashing and the probability distribution of the waiting
time from the queuing model.
• I gave a heuristic argument for a thread being useful, which is used to define a
threshold for the waiting time.
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• When the locks apply random service discipline I used simulations to obtain an
estimate for the number of locks that the hash table should use. This number was
in the same order as initial exhaustive search predicted.
• Instead of random service spin-locks, using FIFO locks allowed a closed form
description of the waiting time and the threshold defined by the heuristic argument
I proposed. I created an algorithm that can periodically calibrate the bucket hash
table changing the number of locks.
• With this algorithm, experimental results obtained an estimate that the original
exhaustive search predicted. The algorithm was shown to have better performance
than another off-the-shelf concurrent hash table.

7.2

Conclusions and applicability of the results

Implementing a data structure, such as a hash table, is considered an engineering
problem. However, there is much potential for improvement. This work presented hash
tables and underlined various key points for optimization.
Caches are probably the most important component a software engineer should be
aware of when designing data structures for current hardware. Cache-friendliness cannot
be compensated with reduced algorithmic complexity, and simple solutions, such as
linear probing, can exhibit great spatial locality assuring best performance under normal
circumstances. When designing a (large) hash table, instead of algorithmic complexity
the number of cache misses should be minimized and a hash structure that guarantees
a single cache miss for most accesses is the best choice. Characterizing the cache miss
count analytic models of hash tables can help with choosing the right structure.
Cache friendliness can be boosted with the help of software data prefetch. Preexecution can help increasing the cache hit ratio of a hash table. This method, however,
requires wrapper layers and extra management, and also takes up hardware resources.
The 30% decrease in execution time, when real multithreading is an option, does not
justify using this technique.
Concurrency is they key in performance enhancement of data algorithms and data
structures. A data structure should be designed not only to be thread safe, but also
provide the expected performance and robustness. There is no straightforward choice
between non-blocking solutions and locking with mutual exclusion. Both can be
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implemented with equal efficiency, and both require major effort to meet performance
requirements. Lock-free hash tables can be constructed relatively easily, and one does
not even have to give up cache-friendliness with using arrays. But lock based methods
can also provide the same scalability with careful design and fine-grained locking.
Some of the algorithms were successfully used in real-life data processing applications [13,142] where the hash table was used for data transformation. All the algorithms
and methods were implemented in C++, and were evaluated comparing them to openly
available solutions. The presented algorithms are all better in performance that the ones
currently available in software libraries.
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